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IHTHQDUOTIOHi OBJXCTIYSS OF THE STUDY 

Vorikmft&'a Cosipens&tiom asibodiefi m ideal of social 

justioe wholly foreign to the eighteenth century philoso* 

phy which inspired the founders of our government • 

Blaekstone is quoted a# saying? 

public good is in nothing more es-
sentially interested, t&as in the protection 
of every individual's private rights* 80 
greet, moreover, is the regard of the law fox* 
private violation of it, no, not even for the 
general good of the whole community.* 

Ivery M«B was preataied to know hi® own lights end to be 

equally capable of maintaining tfcea. Differences of wealth, 

renk and edueation were looked upon as God-given inequali-

ties whieh the state had no right to curtail or neutralize* 

Squallty before the law was deenad all-sufficient to secure 

the ultimate end® of justice, Government had only to pre-

serve the peace and prevent force and fraud. 

It was in keeping with this 1 eave-them-aa-you-f ind-

thsm theory of social relationships that forced the indi-

vidual workman to take upon himself the risks of his em-

ployment* It is open to every man to choose his own occu-

pation, to quit any service which he distastes, and to exaot 

a wage which will enable him to provide against the con-

tingencies of aicknes®, accident, premature death, unemployment 

*<*• W* Childs, Commentaries on the Laws of ®«gl- nd, Vol, 1, 
p. 186• 
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and old age. This common-law doctrine of assumption of risk 

held Its ground so long as that philosophy appealed to 

current caramon sense* This doctrine has been constantly 

changing because as tine has passed the rights of private 

property have come to hold a lower position, and human life 

and happiness a higher place in ©en's esteem. Democratic 

governments more and more concern themselves with measures 

designed to promote the general pood at the expense of re-

straint upon the pursuance of self-interest. It is by the 

extension of the police power and by the principles of col-

lective responsibility that the modern state seeks to seeur« 

the health, safety, comfort, and education of all its citizens. 

In no field of economic relationship have the new ideals of 

social justice made a more drastic reversal of traditional 

views than in that of employers* responsibility for the risks 

of industrial employment. 

The economic theory which underlies workmen * s compen-

sation is frequently spoken of as the doctrine of occupational 

risk. This doctrine is based on the assumption that the risk 

of economic loss through personal injury in the course of pro-

2 

duetion should be borne by the industry itself. This 

principle is evidently applicable to all personal disable-

ment s, whether by accident or disease, which are incident to 

the production of economic goods or services. 

%gjddleton v. f e w Power and Llftht Company, £49 U. S» 
152 (191&)» 
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Workman* s Compensation is a comparatively new conoept. 

In legislative form it has been in operation in the United 

States for about forty years and in Europe for around sixty 

years*5 In the United States each state having a Workmen's 

Compensation Act has drafted it separately, and no two 

Workmen's Compensation Acts are exactly alike in wordings and 

provisions. Nevertheless, the benefits provided by every 

Workmen's Compensation law include a certain amount of medioal 

and hospital cere for the injured worker, certain monetary 

payments to take the place of a part of his wages while he is 

unable to work, and specified amounts to be paid to his de-

pendents If he Is killed. In addition, nearly half the laws 

contain some provision for the rehabilitation of injured 

workers* Not only ia *?orteen'o Compensation today a compli-

cated and highly specialized field of legislation, it is a 

continuously changing one. Ite laws are constantly being 

amended, their scope breedened, and benefits increased, in 

accordance with the changing economic picture, 

Within the scope of this study it ic not proposed to 

survey the broad and ever increasing growth of this field of 

legislation in its entirety. One of the greatest problems of 

a state workmen's dispensation administrative organization is 

the settlement of claims in a prompt and efficient manner. 

3 
F« H. Ellsworth, "The Process of Insurance Through 

Constructive Regulation,* Proceedings of the M t h Annuel 
Meeting of the Association of fawurim®# Presidents. 
1950, pVTs, 
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Biig function is tli© heart ©f Hi# sy®t®af m It ®fft©ts all 

the participant & in the state workmen* a compensation program* 

It is with thia is mind that this study Is devoted to a 

detailed survey of the claims administrative machinery of the 

Stat® of Tezas• 



CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL wsm/mam OF WOHHOWS CCMPHJBATIOK 

Baropean 

In the proees* of making any study of a polltioal ®v 

aooial movement it 1# neoesaary for the Individual to h«r* 

a general understanding of the historical development of the 

movement* Th® movement toward ih® development of the mark* 

man1 s compensation prograaa whieh operate in all of the state* 

today in this country is no exoeption to this rule# In the 

following briaf review of the historical development of 

workmen* s oonpensatlon laws In Surope, particular attention 

Is devoted to Germany and Groat Britain as the eltnatloa in 

these countries had a profound influence upon legislation which 

followed later In this country* 

Germany,—In 1871, when* upon the formation of the 

QiHiiB Sesplr®, suffrage w&s granted, there was mm socialist 

member in tha telchntag# A few years later th# muafeer had 

grown to twelve maabers representing 493,000 constituents. 

fh£« rise of tha Soolallst Party was viewed with alarm by tha 

aor© conservative elements in Germany at that time, Bismarck* 

who was Prima Minister, triad several methods including out-

right foroa and active repression to stai# out this Socialist 
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acrrttfttat* falling Is these attempts tie advocated a system 

of social insurance to appease the wave of radicalism that 

was spreading across the country* 11® object was to appease 

or remove a growing source of social unrest by establishing 

a paternalistic scheme through which the worker would be 

assured'of assistance in case of the occurrence of any of the 

misfortunes of accident* sickness, disability and old age, 

and to demonstrate that the state could accomplish more for 

the workers than the socialists themselves* 

There was also a great deal of agitation for reform 

when in 1801 the government advocated the passage of the 

Accident Insurance Bill* This bill provided for the establish-

ment of a state fund to be supported by contributions frcaa @m~ 

pi oyer® and employees supplemented by a government subsidy 

and also for mutual insurance associations of employers under 

governmental regulation. Compensation was to be provided for 

workmen injured by accidents which occurred in the course of 

oesployment * There were amendments which were not acceptable 

to the government proposed in the Beichstag, and the bill was 

withdrawn before a final vote was taken* 

la May 1882, th« government mad© a second attempt to 

secure legislation of this description# this time two bills 

were introduced — a revised bill providing for compulsory 

accident insurance and a second bill providing for compulsory 

insurance of workmen against sickness* Both of these bills 

affected the accident problem because it was intended that 
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compensation should be paid from the sickness funds during 

the first thirteen weeks of disability resulting from acci-

dental injury end that the- accident funds should not he need 

for compensation except in oesee of serious injury which 

caused either deeth or disablement beyond the thirteen-week 

period» Both -of these bills were referred to th© sea# 

mittee and the siekness insurance bill was oonsldered first# 

So much time was spent by the eomnlttee In reaching a decision 

to recommend th# bill that n© time remained in which to con-

sider the ao#id«»t i&mrmm bill at that session# The sick-

ness insurance bill was enaeted on June IS* 1883, and became 

operative on December 1# 1884« 

In March, 1884, the government introduced in the 

F.elchstag a third bill for compulsory accident insurance* 

This bill, with a few amendments, was adopted by the 

Reichstag and became effective on October 1, 1885* Th* 

Aocident Insurance Law of 1884 did not oover all industries; 

its application was limited particularly to manufacturing, 

mining and transportation# The Aocident Insurance Law, while 

not embracing all industries, extended to a great many em-

ployments* Mines, quarries, shipyards, practically every 

kind of manufacturing establishment, dredging, publie utili-

ties, and storage warehouses were included* Insurance of all 

workmen end laborers, as well as technical and administrative 

official# whose annual salary was less than 3000 marks, wa* 

compulsory* Only injuries resulting from accidents occurring 
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ia the course of employment were compensable and occupational 

diseases were, therefore, not covered, There was a three-day 

waiting period during which no indemnity was paid#, On the 

fmirth day and for the remainder of the first four weeks, 

compensation ms paid from a sick fund, financed by the em-

ployee contributing two thirds and the employer one third# 

This compensation was payable in the amount of 50 per cent 

of the employee's wage. From the beginning of the fifth week 

to the end of the thirteenth week, compensation was increased 

to per cent of the employee * s wagesj 50 per cent of 

which came from the sick fund and the employer was require* 

to pay the additional 16-2/5 per cent. If disability con-

tinued beyond thirteen weeks, compensation was paid from 

the accident fund* In cases of permanent total disability 

requiring constant attendance and care by another person, 

100 per cent of the employee*s wage might be allowed whil» 

such conditions lasted#, In fatal cases the law recognized 

as dependents! i1) the widowg (£) children* (3) other 

dependents including parents, grandparents and grandchildren# 

These dependents received twenty per cent of the deeeased'g 

wages for life. If a widow re-Harried she received three 

years benefits in a lump sua as a settlement# 

After Germany's initial step the principle of workmen's 

compensation was rapidly recognized by other European 

countries# 
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Austria enacted a workmen's compensation law in 1887; 

Hungary in 1893 ; ITorway in 1894; Finland in 1895J Great 

Britain in 1897* By 1910 practically every European country, 

including even Bussia, had a workmen*s compensation 1m 
1 

patterned after the earlier German model, 

Oreat Britain.—In 1880 an Employers' Liability Act 

was passed in Great Britain but it was fairly weak and not 

effective. It modified but did not completely eliminate the 

fellow servant defense principle, and there was math agi-

tation for greater reforms. Many mendmentg were proposed t@ 

correct the weaknesses of the act but none were ever adopted. 

Finally, it was generally conceded that Instead of amending 

the Employers* Liability Act, an entirely new system, based 

upon the principles of workmen *s compensation was needed* As 

a result of this sentiment, the Workmen*s Compensation Act of 

10S>7 was enacted# This law was of an experimental eharaoter. 

It covered only a limited nimber of dangerous employments, 

including work on railroads, in factories, in mines and 

quarries, on engineering works, and on buildings more than 

thirty ftet in height* The employer was sad® responsible for 

the entire cost of compensation* The employer was allowed to 

insure his liability in any recognized carrier and to Join 

with other employers in the organization of mutual insuranoe 

1 
The data concerning the development of Workmen*a 

Condensation In Germany was taken largely from the IV/enty-
Feurth Annual Report of the Conmlssioner of Labor, Wortoen*e 
Insurance end Compensation Syateere In Europe. 190©, "Wl# l,'" 
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associations to Jointly carry their risk# The act was adopted 

in spit® of opposition from "both employers and employees, th« 

latter la some oases, believing that the cost would eventually 

be shifted to them and deducted from their wages# The princi-

ple of iforksea's compensation had received general r®c©g&ltio»f 

however, and the law was enacted and put into operation# 

Workmen^ Condensation having been established as a 

thoroughly satisfactory system, the government propoeed in 

1906 to consolidate all the existing statutes, to extend work-

men*s compensation to practically all employments, and to 

adopt a general revision of benefits* A law containing these 

changes was adopted and became effective ^uly 1, 1907« It 

was this law which served, to a groat extent, as a aodel for 

the earlier legislation in this country* 

The British Act of 1906 applied to aany employers, ia*» 

eluding those engaged in maritime pursuits* The following 

types of employees, however, were excluded! 

(1) Employees whose annual ware exceeded 250 
•4 

pounds, 

(2} Baployees who were employed on a part 

time casual basis for odd jo%s# 

(3) ftaployees who performed work on their mm. 

premises, and 

(4) Members of employer's family, living in 

his home# 
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Compensation was payable for personal injury "by accident 

arising out of and is the course of mplopaeet# There wast 

however, special provision for compensation, in cases of 

©ertain occupational diseases, In schedule three of the law# 

tJ.x occupational diseases were named: anthrax, lead poison-

ing, mercury poisoning, phosphorous poisoning, arsenic poison-

ing, and ankylostomiasis» The Secretary of State for the 

Home Department w m authorized, however, to add to this list, 

Under this particular arrangement eighteen diseases were added 

In. 1907 and others have since been added* 

Bo compensation was payable for injuries causing dis-

ability of less than one week nor was compensation payable 

if the injury could be attributed to the "serious and willful 

misconduct of the employee" unless the injury resulted in 

permanent disability or death. In eases where the injury was 

caused by "the personal negligence or willful act* of the em-

ployer or his representative, the injured employee was allowed 

either to pursue his right to sue for demages or to accept 

compensation under the compensation statute# The injured 

employe® or his dependents were required t© give the employer 

notice of the accident as soon as practicable, and to present 

a claim for compensation within six months after the occurrence 

of the accident or, In case of death, within six months from 

the date of death* 

There was a provision making the principal responsible 

for compensation to an employee of a contractor or 
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sub-contractor i s case of injury resulting frem accidents 

occurring "on or la ©r about the premises on which the 

principal had undertaken to execute eertain work or which, 

were under Ms control or management •" This provision was 

intended to safeguard the employee but I t did not r e l i e f # 

the immediate employer from l i a b i l i t y , since the principal, 

i f he paid co1ap@tts8.ti0n, hid a legal right to sue the im-

mediate employer for reimbursement. In eases where the 

accident causing injury was the result of the act of a t h i rd 

pereon and the employee had a right of action to recover 

damages, he could e lec t either to accept coupensation pay-

ments or to sue the third person for damages. 

fhe schedule of benef i t s under t h i s act contained the 

following provisions? 

(1) l a ©as® of death where the dependents were 
wholly dependent upon deceased a max l a m 
Imp sua settlement of SOO pounds ©r l e s s 
was authorised* 

(8) In the case of death partial ly dependent 
persons were allowed a proportionate ©mount 
of the eeapeiw a t ien for t o t a l dependency* 

(S) In case of death wfe©a?e m dependents survived, 
the reasonable expense of medical attendance 
and burial were allowed* 

(4) In non-fa ta l eases, a waiting period of one 
week was required but, i f the disabi l i ty 
continued f o r more than t m weeks, compensation 
was paid from the date of i n ju ry . 
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(5) Si® amount of compensation In non-fatal eases 
causing total disability was fifty par cent 
of the employee *8 average weekly wage which 
had bees paid during the twelve months pre*. 
ceding injury with a maximum of ten pounds 
per weA* 

(6) No medical or surgical benefit# were provided# 

(7) Payment a for both total and partial disability 
continued for the period of disability, thus 
assuring life pensions in eases of permanent 
injury,» 

The discussion of the Aet of 1906 in Great Britain 

was dose in a somewhat detailed manner In order that the 

legislation whieh la now in operation in the United states 

could he discussed more clearly* Much of the legislation 

in this country in the field of workmen'e compensation has 

been patterned after the British Aet of 190S# This aet ha# 

probably been. In many respect®, the foundation or model of 

the present compensation systems which wt find In the United 

States today. 

Development in the Halted States 

the workmen^ compensation problem in this country 

differs from that of any other country in the world, because 

our political system acts for some purposes as a single unit 

while for other purposes as fforty~el#it autonomous bodies* 

Except for employees engaged in the service of the United 

States Government, in interstate or foreign commerce or in 

Jt 
fhe data concerning the development of workmen *s 

compensation in Great Britain were taken largely from the 
IVrenty-Fourth Annual Report of the Commissioner of labor, 
Workmen's Insurance and Compensation Systems in Europe, 190®, 
vol, 2, pp. 1495-1540, - • 
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navigation, the Federal Government ha# no authority to 

legislate on the subject of workmen * a compensation* Sine# 

this subject has been, in the largest extent, reserved by 

the states for independent action by their own legislatures 

we find a great diversity of legislation in operation over 

the country, To review the historical development of Worit> 

men's Coapeasation in this country by states would be a» 

endless etudy, for eaoh state has passed through & separate 

and distinct period of it® own* All that can fee attempted 

in this study is a consideration of the outstanding national 

events in the history of the subject* 

The first American Compensation Act, modeled after the 

English Act, was introduced in the Hew York legislature in 

1898, but failed to pass* The first one actually adopted 

was the Maryland % m of 1902, but this legislation felt the 
S 

strong arm of the court and was declared unconstitutional. 

On January 31, 1908, President Theodore "Roosevelt, in a 

message to Congress, summed up the whole argument for the 

responsibility of employers for industrial injuries. He 

said, among other things: 

It is a matter of humiliation to the nation 
that there should not be on our statutes books ' 
provision to meet and partially atone for cruel 
misfortune when it cases upon a asm through m 

%renl£ Lang, Wotkmm*® Compensation Insurance; Monopoly 
or free Pawt.ltlom• p. ?.» : 
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fault of his own while faithfully serving 
the public. la no other country in the world 
could such gross injustice occur; for almost 
all civilized nations have enacted legislation 
embodying the oomplete recognition of the 
principle which places the entire trade risk 
for industrial accidents (excluding of course, 
accidente due to willful misconduct of the 
employee) on the industry as represented by 
the employer, which in this case is the 
government. * * Exactly as the workingman la 
entitled to hie wages, so should he be entitled 
to indemnity for the injuries sustained in the 
natural course of his labor# The rates of 
compensation and the regulations for Its payment 
should be specified is the lew, and the machinery 
for determining the amount to be paid should in 
each case be provided in such manner that the 
employee is represented without expense to him# 
In other words, the condensation should be paid 
automatically•* 

This address set up a general pattern for a federal 

workmen*s compensation law. Congress in 1908, enacted the 

TtolteA States Itep layers* Compensation Act which has since 

been replaced by the federal »spl©ye@*s Compensation Act 

of 1916 • Bi 1908 also, the Federal lap layers1 Liability Aot 

was passed to cover employees of "common earriere", suoh as 

railroads, engaged in interstate or foreign commerce* Thl« 

act was regarded as a very Important step at the time of It ft 

passage# If the employee was injured because of M s ©wa 

negligence, damages were not forfeited but were reduced In 

proportion to the amount of M s negligence, If the «&ployer 

violated a safety statute» he could net use, as a defense, 

*2heodore Hoosevelt, Message of the President of the 
U* 3* communicated to the two houses of Congress at the 
beginning of the first session of the yifty-Hinth Congresst 
Legislative Boeumemt Wat 4B$ p« 50, 
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any aegligenoe on the part of the injured worker. Railroad* 

were held responsible to injured «pleyees la eases to which 

their officers, agents, or other employees were negligent# 

They were also responsible in eases of defects in oars, 

engines, machinery, trecks, end so forth, which were due to 

negligence. Contracts between employers end employees of 
S 

exemption from the law's operation were prohibited# "Si# 

Federal law was unsatisfactory in that, with all its changes 

in favor of the worker, it was still necessary for him to 

pr©Ye fault on th® part of hie employer* Nevertheless, its 

enactment had m anomous influence on the workmen's mmpen* 

sation mrmmt throughout the country, and it led to the 

appointing of several state ©omission® to study the situation# 

The M m York Workmen*® Compensation Act of 1910 was the 

first important attempt by a state to sub stltute compensation 

for employer's liability. It permitted the injured worker 

the choice of either taking compensation or suing his employer 

for damages under the old law. When this ©oupensetloa act was 

invalidated the following year on the basis of constitution-

ality, the people of M m York voted to emend the lew York 

constitution ih order to again attempt to hare a workmen's 

compensation law for the stated © » Ives v, South Buffalo 

^ 5Ralph H.^Blanchard, Liability and Compensation 

^International Association of Industrial Accident Boards 
and Commissions, latlonal Compensation Journal. May, 1914, 
Vol. 1» p* 17# 
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Railroad Company ©age which was decided by the Sfewr York 

Court of Appeals on March, 24, 1911 was t h e f i n a l mi les tone 

In t h e r ap id growth of the workmen's condensation meveaeat 

in t he United S t a t e s / The Ives dec i s ion was important 

because i t ind ica ted two poss ib l e course# of procedure i n 

l e g i s l a t i n g upon t h e quest ion of workmen* s compensation, the 

dec l a r a t i on t h a t the New York lew was i n T i o l a t i o n of t h e 

s t a t e c o n s t i t u t i o n suggested t h e p o s s i b i l i t y of emending the 

c o n s t i t u t i o n in order to allow such a program. The f a c t that 

the u n c o n s t i t u t i o n a l law was compulsory also suggested the 

p o s s i b i l i t y of f i n d i n g some way to enact a lew which would b t 

e l e c t i v e in form but would be compulsory in appl ica t ion# This 

course of ac t ion was followed by Wm Jersey in 1911 f when they 

enacted a law in two sections* The law although e l ec t i ve* was 

t o a l l i n t e n t s and purposes compulsory i n i t s expl ica t ion* 

The law was held t o be c o n s t i t u t i o n a l on the ground t h a t nn© 

coercion was exercised by t h e l e g i s l a t u r e upon e i t h e r p a r t y 
g 

to t he con t rac t of h i r ing* n 

A f t e r the Mm Jersey action i n 1911 the way was paved 

f o r f u r t h e r l e g i s l a t i o n . Ten s t a t e s enaoted workmen*e 

compensation laws in 1911, th ree In 1912, eleven in 1913f 

two in 1914, t en in 1915, and so i t has gone u n t i l today 

every state in the union ha® workmen's compensation 

7 i b i a . . p . 19. 

8 I b l d . . p . 20. 
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legislation upon its statute b o o k s W o t all the states have 

followed the pattern of Hew Jersey, Many of them, profiting 

by the decision, in the Ives case, first amended their consti-

tutions and enacted compulsory workmen*s compensation laws, 

Rev/ York adopted this policy and passed a new law in 1914V 

This law has stood the test of constitutionality under both 

tfa# State and Federal constitutions and is still effective 

with such amendments as have since been enacted. 

Constitutionality of Workman's 
Coapeneafcion laws 

This study in the process of pointing out a brief his-

torical sketch of the workmen's compensation movement hae 

mentioned the position of the courts several tiiaes. The 

court played a very important role in the administration of 

workmen * s compensation both now and in tho past. It io with 

this in laind that *-e should look briefly at come of the 

earlier conflicts in <which workmen's compensation legislation 

hae been involved. 

Since 1S11 no state workaeai^s compensation law, either 

compulsory or voluntary, M b been declared unconstitutional* 

Although the legislation lias been attacked fron every point 

of view, the lessons of the earlier periods have enabled 

legislatures to frame their measures s o as to avoid difficulty, 

8* Bepartusant of l a b o r , S t a t e Workiaen's Compensation 
laws as of September. I960, p. 3. 

^International Association of Industrial Accident Boards 
and Commissions, 0£. clt« « p. 20« 
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It Is also true that m aroused public opinion often helps 

to create a liberal attitude on the part of the courts, which 

have been extremely broad-minded in. the interpretation of the 

law. The question of constitutionality hinges upon whether 

workmen*s compensation deprives employer or employees of 

rights guaranteed to them by the constitutions of the State 

and federal government«. A sere change in remedies oar pro-

grass such as between employer1» liability and woxfcaea** 

compensation is no ground for complaint. This is pointed 

out clearly by decisions of the United States Supreme Court 

from one of vrhich the following is quoted} 

But a mere c amnion law regulation of trade 
or business m y be changed by statute* A person 
has no property, no vested interest, in any rule 
of caramon law. That is only one of the forms of 
municipal law and is no xaore sacred than any 
other# Bights of property iMoh have been created 
by the common law cannot be-takes away without due 
process! but the law itself, as a rule of conduct. 
may be changed at the will or even at the whim of 
the legislature» unless prevented by constitutional 
limitations« Indeedt the great office of statutes 
is to restedy defects in the eonnoa law as they «r* 
developed, and to adapt it to changes of time and 
sire uastances »XJ-

This principle enable® the legislature to modify or even to 

destroy the old assumption of risk and fellow serf ant defease 

as thea® are nothing more than rules of c<smm law* 

It has been stated several tines that workmen*a compen-

sation legislation is justified as being a legitimate exercise 

of the police power of the state* This point, of course, 

T. Illinois. 94 TJ. S. lis (1078) 
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should hm® soa# further clarif loetloiw *Sie of the 

police power ©f ths Stats has bmn defined in amy opinions 

of the courts* 1% is the poorer the Stat© mm to keep lews 

abreast of the times and in unison with current economic, 

political and soeial conditions. It is this power which 

enables the State to impose quarantine restrlctlone mm 

though such action may deprive citizen# of their liberty, 

as in the case of comunl cable diseases affecting personal 

or of their property, as in eases where it becomes necessary 

to kill diseased cattle* It is easily seen that the United 

States Supreme Court recognizes this fact when it said: 

The fact that the law is, to a certain extent, 
a progressive science; that in some of the statea 
method of procedure, which at the time the consti-
tution was adopted were deemed essential to the 
protection and safety of the people, or to the 
liberty of the citizen, have been found to be no 
longer necessary} that restrictions which had 
formerly been laid upon conduct of individuals, or 
of classes of individuals, had proved detrimental 
to their interests; while, on the other hand, 
certain other classes of person®, particularly 
those engaged in dangeroua or in unhealthy employ-
ments, have been found to be in need of additional 
protection. • 

In conclusion,a final Quotation taken from an opinion 

upholding the validity of the present Hew York Workman's 

Condensation Aot, will serve definitely to sum up the reason* 

l ag which the courts have adopted in justifying Workmen** 

Condensation legislation: 

ia m u m v. 'Barty. 1«9 V, S* ®§S (1898), 
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This subjeet should be viewed in the light 
of modern conditions, not those under which the 
common law doctrines -were developed. With the 
change in Industrial conditions, an opinion has 
gradually developed, which almost universally 
favors a more just and economical system of pro* 
Tiding compensation for accidental injuries to 
employees as a substitute for wasteful and pro-
tracted damage suits, usually unjust in their 
results either to the employer m the employee, 
and sometimes to both. Surely it is competent 
for the state in promotion of the general welfare 
to require both employer and employee to yield 
something toward the establishment of a prinoiple 
and plan of compensation for their mutual pro-
tection and advantage, Any plan devised by the -
wit of man may in exceptional cases work unjustly, 
but the plan is to be judged by its general plan 
and scope and the general good to be promoted by 
it. Fortunately the courts have not attempted 
to define the limits of the police power. Its 
elasticity makes progress possible under a written 
constitution guaranteeing Individual rights* ffce 
question 1® often one of degree. The act now 
before us seems to be fundamentally fair to both 
employer and employee. Of course I do not speak 
of details, which may or may not be open to 
criticism, but which granting the validity of the 
underlying principle, are plainly within the 
province of the legislature. * **3 

13 
Southern Pacific Company v. Jensen, 844 TJ. S. 205 

(1917}* 



CHAPTER 11 

TEXAS CG*£PENBATION U M 

la the previous chapter vie hate viewed briefly the 

foundation of the Workman*© Compensation system itself. In 

this historical background m saw how the idea of mrSmm*& 

compensation had grows, and spread in Europe and the Halted 

States until it has, in s«®» foan, been aa$©:̂ t®d by ail th* 

states in the union. The parent of The Texas Workmen's 

Compensation Zmw was the British Act of 1906* The Mm m s 

first transplanted into this eountry by the federal govern-

ments all of the states, beginning with Massachusetts and 

Hew York hare gradually enacted compensation laws* The 

original aot i& Texas passed in 1913, una amended in 1917, 

1931, 1937, 1941, 1947, 1951 and 1953«X The Act of 1913 

would appear to hare beta modeled after the Massachusetts 

law, but the fossa of the law was so greatly changed and re-

vised in 1917 that the amended version virtually amounted to a 

substitute statute* In enacting this amendment in 1917 the 

X*gl9lfiture us«d patterns adopted by other states and in-

corporated features not found in any other act# 

*Vernon»s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of Texas. Title ISO. Workmen*© Compensation Jaw, Revision of 
1925 with amendments ihrough IS^/^oI. Wtlfp. 66. 

S3 
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of the law 

The Texas Workmen's Compensation law is an elective 

act, which simply allow© the employer and the employee either 

to accept or reject the provisions of the act. The employers 

who do not become subscribers, however, are deprived of the 

common-law defenses of contributory negligence, the negligence 

of a fellow servant, and aseamed risk. 

There was created an employer^ insurance association 

to which any employer of labor in the state, with certain 

exceptions, might become a subscriber, Out of the funds of 

this association, which were derived frcaa premiums on 

policies of liability insurance issued by it to subscribing 

members, the compensation payments provided for in the act are 

paid. This compensation, fixed by the act on the basis of the 

employee's average weekly wage* assures him upon suffering 

any personal injury in the course of employment, which inca-

pacitates him. from earning full wapes for a period of one 

week, a certain specified weekly compensation payment* In the 

event of the death of an employee the act provides that desig-

nated beneficiaries or representatives of the workman are en-

titled to compensation. All compensation which is allowed by 

the act is exempt from garnishment, attachment, judgment and 

all other suits and claims* 
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There is also a provision in the act which allows cover-

age to be acquired from other carriers other than the Texas 

Umploysre* Insurance Association# Seports are required on 

the part of the employer and insurance carrier and the Attorney-

General is authorised to maintain suits to collect penalties 

which are assessed for failure to make these reports* Any 

employer of labor vrithln the scope of the act may become a 

subscriber and by complying with the stipulations of the act, 

exeept as to certain specified claims for exemplary damages, 

be released from all common law or statutory liability he 

might incur from injuries suffered by his employees while in 

this eerriee# The act does not cover, under any circumstances, 

domestic servants, farm laborers, ranch laborers, employees 

of employers who are employing less than three people, and 

the employees of those operating any steam, electric, street 

or interurban railway as a oommon carrier# 

There was also created by the act and charged with its 

administration an "Industrial Accident Board* of three 

members whose duties are specifically defined* If a decision 

of the Board is not acceptable there is machinery or pro-

£ 
visions in the act which provide for judicial review. The 

preceding staaaary of the Texas Workmen*s Compensation Act was 

provided in order to give the reader a general viewpoint of 

2 
!• II, MoKlnney, editor, Texas ffurisisrudenQe* Vol# XL7, 

workmen*e OcTOensatioiu pp. 8~6« 
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the legislation* It is the purpose of the remainder of this 

chapter to discuss sections and parts of the act in detail. 

The information and material for this analysis will be taken 

largely from the act itself as this is undoubted!; the most 

authoritative source. 

The Texas Bnployers* Liability and Workmen*® Compensation 

Law is divided into four main articles or divisions. Article 

8306 is concerned mainly with whom is entitled to compensation 

and compensable injuries* Article 8307 is concerned, almost 

in its entirety, with the composition and operation of the 

Industrial Accident Board• Article 8308 is conoerned in its 

entirety with the formation and position of the Baployers* 

Insurance Association, Article 8309 is concerned mainly with 

the defining of terms used in the act and some general pro* 
m 

visions of the act. 

The last three articles of this act will not be dis-

cussed in the remainder of this chapter as the Industrial 

Accident Board and the Baployers' Insurance Association will 

only be considered In this study from the standpoint of the 

claims administrative organization in Texas* Article 8306 

will only be considered in detail form, from the standpoint 

of who is entitled to compensation, who is not entitled to 

compensation, what constitutes a compensable injury, and the 

amount of compensation benefits which are recoverable under 

fernQB*& Revised Glvll Annotated Statutes of the State 
of Texas» op. eit., Yol* txtlVp. ^6• 
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the aet • With these fasts In mind, vre should then to# pre-

pared to consider the main object of this study — the claims 

administrative organization of workmen*s compensation in 

Texas* 

Persons Entitled to 
Compensation 

The main and primary objective of the compensation law 

is to provide certain compensation or benefits to employees 

or their dependents, in cases where the have 

reoeived injuries in the course of their employment which 

resulted in disability or death. It is the "employee" who 

is primarily to receive relief under the provisions of the 

statute. In section one of Article 8509 the word "employee* 

is defined as follows? 

1Employee* shall mean every person in the 
servloe of another under any contract of • 
hire, express or implied, oral or written, 
except masters of or seamen on vessels en-
gaged in interstate or foreign commerce, and 
except one whose employment is not in the 
visual course of the business, profession or 
occupation of his employer** 

The term "employee* also includes the legal beneficiaries of 

the employee when he dies# The term "employee* as used in 

this act also has a broader and more liberal meaning than the 

word "servant,* as it is usually thought of in legal circles, 

The term "employee* may be applied to individuals whether 

they are doing manual labor, or in positions of management, 

p. 172. 
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The mere fact that m employee may hav© the duty of hiring 

and firing does not remove M m from the provisions of the 
# 

act, so long as he is in the servioe of another* In order 

for an employee to come under the terms of the act there must 

be a "contract of hire* which is made between the employee 

and the employer or their representatives. If a contract of 

employment is illegal and not enforceable the workman is not 

under a "contract of hire® and not covered by the act# 

The act provides that minor employees may come under 

the jurisdiction of the act but it is the responsibility of 

the parents or guardian to look after their rights of compen-

sation* When the act was first written minors were not per-

mitted to receive compensation if they were injured on a Job 

considered hazardous# It was against the law for them to be 

employed in an employment considered as hazardous. This has 

been changed, however, and they ar© allowed to receive compen-

sation from injuries sustained la such employment• The amend* 

meat of 1931 reads as followst 

A minor who has been employed in any hazard-
ous or other employment which is prohibited by 
any statute of this State, shall nevertheless be 
entitled to receive compensation under the terms 
and provisions of this Act. Provided, that this 
section shall not be construed to excuse or justify 
any person, firm or corporation employing or per-
mitting to be employed a minor in any hazardous 
or other employment prohibited by any statute of 
this State*® 

5$bl§., p. 98« 
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The law provides for compensation to the employee for 

injury resulting in disability only* for injury resulting 

in death the compensation is payable to his legal bene-

ficiaries* fh© two remedies are separate ana distinct even 

though they nay flow from the same accident or injury. The 

right of an employee to receive compensation Is personal, and 

he alone may settle his claim* The right of the beneficiaries 

to compensation, upon the death of an employee, is strictly 

to aid repair for the lose caused by the death# This eoapea» 

sation is not a part of the estate of the deceased and is not 

liable for any of his personal debts. The compensation is 

the exclusive property of the benefioiarles and Is payable to 

then. This is not an inheritance right but is a designated 

statutory right. 

The term "legal beneficiaries* a® UB#d in this law is 

defined in Article 8506, section 8A m follows! 

The compensation provided for in the foregoing 
section of this law shall be for the sole and ex-
clusive benefit of the surviving husband who has not 
for good cause and for a period of three years prior -
thereto, abandoned his wife at the time of the injury, 
and of the wife who has not at the time of the injury 
without good cause and for a period of three years 
prior thereto, abandoned her husband, and of the minor 
children, parents and stepmother, without regard to 
the question of dependency, dependent grandparents, 
dependent children and dependent brothers and sister* 
of the deceased employee* * • 

Ternon* s Hevised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of Te»g* op. cit.V *01, XKIX, p. 72, 
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It should fee noted at this point that although "dependent 

grandparents" are mentioned there is no mention of grand-

children. The courts hare consistently held that the words 

"children" and "independent children" refer only to legitimate 

children and so Illegitimates may not receive benefits under 

the act* In this connection it has been observed that although 

the law should be liberally construed,this do## not mma th« 

courts are to encourage illicit relationships by granting 

compensation to illegitimate offspring• In this respect the 

Texas law differs from statutes elsewhere which generally 

provide for compensation to members of the deceased*© family 
n 

or household.' in one other portion of the act, Article 

8306, section 17, it is pointed out that non-resident alien 

benefieiarles and resident alien benefioiaries are entitled 

to compensation* The law provides for the representation of 

such aliens by consular officers, and it authorizes the 

carrier to forward future installments of compensation pay-

able to thera, snbjeot to the approval of the Industrial 
8 

Accident Board. 

In conclusion we have seen that the law provides for 

compensation to the surviving husband, surviving v/ife, minor 

children, parents and stepmother without regard to the 
m 
Texas Jurisprudence, Vol. XLV, pp. o it., p. 431. 

8Veraon*s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
iiw»«»qptpp mmmmmmmmm mmmmm mmwmmmrnm-

ojT j oy» 11 # $ IToX#JOCXX § SX» 
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question of dependency. As to grandparents, adult children 

and brothers and sisters, however, it must be shown that they 
0 

ware dependent before compensation can be recovered# 

Excluded Employments and Services 

In viewing the dieousaion in the previous seetion ©f 

this study regarding persons covered by the act, it will be 

noted that the act provides* 

The provisions of this law shall not apply 
to actions to recover damages for peraonal injuries 
nor for death resulting from personal injuries sue** 
tained by domestic servants, farm laborers, ranch 
laborers, nor to employees of any firm, person or 
corporation having in his or their employ less than 
three employees, nor to the employees of any person, 
firm or corporation operating any steam, electric,, 
street, or interurban railway as a common oarrier. 

As we have seen before, the term "employee* as defined by the 

act also expressly excludes, "masters of or seamen on vessels 

engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, and. . * one whose 

employment is not in the usual course of trade, business, 

11 

profession or occupation of his employer.* The nature of 

these several excluded employments and the existence of other 

laws governing liability for injuries to railroad employees 

were doubtless taken into consideration by the legislature in 

exempting them from the act* This classification has been held 

0 
Texas Jurisprudence. Yol, XLV, oja, clt.. p. 435* 

10 
Tarawa*a leyifed Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 

of Texas. o&. p i j V o l « M . ' 9* M . 
11 
Ibid. 
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to be not so arbitrary as to conflict with the equal pro-
ig 

taction clause of the Federal Constitution. Employees 

which are excluded from the act, when they suffer injuries in 

the cours® of employment* must seek redress in accordance with 

common-law rules except where these rules have been changed by 

statute* It should also be pointed out at this time that 

employees who do not fall within, the operation of the law can-

not be brought under its operation by agreement but by statute 

only* 

In general, where a claim is filed which indicates that 

the employee wag injured in maritime work the admiralty courts 

have jurisdiction and it never comes before the Industrial 
15 

Accident Board. In this connection it is to be noted that 

the Federal Longshoremen* s and Harbor Workers * Act provides 

for compensation for employees injured and dependents of em-

ployees killed in maritime employments* But the remedies 

given by that act are withheld where recovery may be had under 

the local compensation law, and not all persona engaged in un-

loading a vessel are entitled to recover under it, even though 
14 

they are not covered by the local law#' 

The original compensation law excluded "farm laborers'*. 

An amendment added in 1921 included the term "farm laborers"* 
^^Middleton v. Texas Tower and Light Co., 249 U. S« 158 

(1919)» ' 

lgTexag Jurisprudence. Vol. XL?, oj>. cit., p. 442. 

14Ibid,, p. 445. 
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The Supreme Court later held, however, that the two terns 

were inseparable, and that the term "farm labor1* included 

IS 
all agricultural pursuits# 

If an employer is engaged In two or more business pur-

suits, one of which comes under the act and one of which is 

not covered, he will still be subject to the act under the 

business pursuit which is covered# If the same employee® are 

used they will be covered, under one employment while a t m 

hours later in another employment they may not be covered* 

As ha® been pointed out before that employers having less 

than three employees are not covered; it must be pointed out 

that the employees must be hired in and about the same job# 

It is not sufficient to show that the employer has one man 

working for his in one kind of business and another in a 

totally different business. The law was intended to protect 
16 

employees engaged in the same business enterprise. 

What Constitutes a Compensable 
Injury 

The Texas Workmen's Compensation law tews "injury** 

and ^personal injury" ass 

Wherever the terms 'injury' or "personal 
injury' are used in the Workmen's Compensation 
Law of this state, such terms shall be construed 
to mean damage or ham to the physical structure 

15Ibld,t p. 445. 

16 
Hoyds Cuarante# Assurance v. Anderson. 170 6» W. (2d) 

312 (191177 ^ 
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of the body and such diseases or infection as 
naturally resulted therefrom.^-" 

The basis of liability under the compensation law recta 

upon the above- definition but this injury must h a w been 

sustained in the course of employment arising out of work 

being earrled out for the employer# Generally speaking, no 

compensation is payable if the injury comes from a hazard 

which the employee would have faced, although apart from hie 

employment* In short there must be present an element of 

eausative danger which is associated with the particular type 

of work beiiif done. All injuries which are compensable must 

hare occurred during the scope and course of employment• If 

the employee at any time deviates from this pattern, any 

injuries sustained during this period are not compensable* 

The English Acts of 1897 and 1900 and most American statutes 

provide compensation for personal injury by accident, "arising 

out of and in the course of employment.w As was seen by the 

definition, the Texas law does not use this terminology. It 

provides in Article 6309, section one, however, in defining 

injuries sustained in the course of employment, the following: 

All injuries of every kind and character having 
to do with and originating in the work, business, 
trade or profession of the employer received by 
an employee while engaged in or about the further-* 
anee of the affairs or business of his employer 
whether upon the premises or elsewhere•I® 

17 
Yernon's Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 

Of Oil.'.' 9'ol.~"ggT. 'p.' 

18 
Ibid., p. 43. 
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The phrase "having to do with, and originating in the work,1* 

is, according to the Supreme Court, ia effect the sane as 

If 

the expression "arising out of the employment." In 

another opinion commenting on whether a claim was compensable 

or not the oourt stated t 
An injury is not compensable unless it is shown 
that it originated in work of employer and that 
it was received while engaged in or about th@ 
furtherance of th« affair® of the employer*®® 

To be compensable, therefore, it must be shown that the 

injury was received by the employee while engaged in the 

work or business of the employer and resulted from a risk or 

haaard which was necessarily or reasonably connected with the 

conduct of the business. It is not necessarily essential that 

the employee should at the tine the injury w s sustained have 

been doing some specific duty so long as whatever he was doing 

is incident to his employment• The statute isakes the place of 

occurrence of the injury immaterial except as it throws light 

on what the employee was doing. He must, when injured, have 

been engaged in or about the furtherance of his employer's 

affairs and the injury must have originated in the business 

and had to do with it* 

Aft injury my be compensable even though the employee 

acted by mistake or poor judgment, provided he was Injured 

while in the course of his employment. In other words, an 

19 
Lehman v» Texas Stsplorers* Jnsuranoe Association 

259 8* WTjm) 19 (19537; ^ " 

^Insurers' Indemnity and Insurance Co. v. Lankford. 
150 S. Cid)"g8i {B41] . — — 
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employee is not to be deprived of the benefit of the law 

because he used bad judgment ia hie effort to discharge his 

duty# This point is illustrated by the following decision! 

la employee who, in an honest attempt to dis-
charge a duty assigned him, does an aot incidental 
thereto not specifically directed, or depart® from 
the usual methods of performing his worK does not 
thereby necessarily deprive himself or hie dependent s 
of a right to compensation, if Injured while so 
engaged,21 

It is easily seen that the court will allow compensation 

to be paid in most cases if the Injury it sustained in the 

course of employment which is incident to the duties of the 

employee. There are some specific exceptions to the term 

injury sustained in the course of employment, however, 

written directly into the law which are not compensable* 

These exceptions are as follows} 

1* An injury caused by the act of God, unless the 

employe# is at the time engaged in the performance of duties 

that subject him to a greater hazard from the act of God 

responsible for the injury than ordinarily applies to the 

general publie. 

2, M injury caused by an act of a third person in-

tended to injure the employee because of reasons personal to 

him and not directed against him as an employee, or because 

of his employment• 

3* AB injury received while in a state of intoxication. 

£1, 

259 s* wrrrn 
Texas Wmployers* Insurance Association v. famgler* 
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4* A& injury caused by the employee * a willful intention 

and attempt to injur® hiaself, or to unlawfully injur® SOD* 

other person, but Bhall include all other injuries of every 

kind and character hating to do with and originating in the 

work, business, trade or profession of the employer received 

fcy an employee while engaged in or about the furtherance of ' 

the affaire or business of his employer whether upon the e®» 

£2 
ployer*s premises or elsewhere# 

Compensation and Benefits teooverable 

The compensation law speoifically provides that compen-

sation shall not be paid for an injury that does not inca-

pacitate the employee for a period of at least one week# If 

incapacity lasts beyond one week compensation will begin on 

the eighth day after the injury• In the case that incapacity 

does not result at one® "compensation shall begin to accrue 

with the eighth day after the date incapacity commenced 

The plain intent of this section is to fix the time of the 

acorual of compensation in every instance of compensable 

incapacity and the period for which ©oapentation may be given 

is to b# computed from the date of the incapacity rather than 

from the date of the aooldent* It follows that where an em-

ployee sustained an injury fro® which he was temporarily 

^Vernon* s Revlsed Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of T«caa« op«" eit •« xfet. v* 46g«1'" ' J J 

gjj 
Teaas Jarigsradence. Yol, XLV, oj3. olt.. p. 574# 
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incapacitated; the period of compensation would b© computed 

from the eighth day after the total incapacity occurred, and 

compensation mould be allowed for the full period permitted 

by the statute less the payments previously made for tempo-

rary incapacity. 

The compensation to be paid to employees is for three 

classes of injuries, which may be classed as general, specific, 

and hernia. If the injury is general within the meaning of 

sections 10 or 11 of Article 8306, "incapacity for work is 

the stipulation upon which the right to compensation depends* 

If the injury is a specific one, provided for in section 12 

of Article 8306, the right to compensation ie absolute proof 

of the accidental occurrence of the specific injury. As to 

injuries of the first class the act provides that the compen-

sation may be increased or diminished according to the 

conditions existing from time to time, while in the second 

class the rights of the parties are fixed immediately upon 

the occurrence of the accident responsible for the Injury# 

The injury, hernia, has been called a specific injury. In 

order to recover the claimant must plead and prove the facts 

stipulated under section 12 b, Article 8306, which follows 

(1) That there was an injury resulting in hernia, 
(2) That the hernia appeared suddenly and im-

mediately following the Injury, 
{3} That the hernia did not exist in any degree 

prior to the injury for which compensation 
is claimed, p 

(4) That the injury was accompanied by pain. * 

®^\Ternon*» Bevised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of Texas, op. cit., Vol. XXII, 
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General injuries*-•General injuries are divided 1st® 

two distinct categories. These two divisions are injuries 

which cause ^partial incapacity*, and injuries whioh may be ' 

classed as resulting in "total incapacity*. Partial inca-

pacity according to the act is defined as an injury which 

"in fact destroys or impairs ability to be as efficient or 

competent for work after the injury as before constitutes 

PH 
partial incapacity.* The compensation allowable for an 

injury classed as "partial incapacity* is as follows: 

While the incapacity for work resulting from 
the injury is partial, the association shall pay 
the injured employe® a weekly compensation equal, to 
sixty per cent of the difference between his average 
weekly earning capacity during the existence of sueh 
partial incapacity, but in no cast greater than three 
hundred weefcsf provided that in no omm shall the 
period of compensation for total and partial incapa-
city exceed four hundred and one weeks from, the dat# 
of injury#26 

The court decisions in this state have given to the 

term ftot&l disability* the practical and cosmos sens© mean-

ing "that one is totally disabled when he is not, without 

injury to his health, able to earn his living by work and 

when his condition is such that common prudence and the 

exercise of ordinary care require him to desist from the 
$07 

performance of his duties* 

•» Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of T e x a s W : ' W W ' ? o l > m v7' »B6. ~ ~ 

2eibld.» p. 44. 

27 
Maryland County Casualty CogtBaay v* landry> 147 S* W» 

(2d) 
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Til© T«ag Workmen*& Compensation law lists the injuries 

whioh are to be considered as permanent and total incapacity# 

These injuries as stated in the act are as follows! 

(1) The total and permanent loss of the sight 
of both eyes* 

(2) The loss of both feet at or above the anklef 
|3J The loss of both hands at or above the wrist, 
14) A similar loss of one .hand and one foot » 
(5) An injury to the spine resulting in permanent 

and complete paralysis of both arms or both 
legs or ©a© arm and on© leg* 

(6) An injury to the skull resulting in inourable 
insanity car imbecility.28 

The law fixes the maximum allowable compensation payments 

for the above "total incapacity* conditions in section ten, 

Article 8309 as followsi 

While the incapacity for work resulting 
from the injury is total, the association shall 
pay the Injured employee a weekly compensation 
equal to sixty per cent of his average weekly 
wages, but not more than twenty-five dollars 
nor less than nine dollars and in no case shall 
the period covered by such compensation be 
greater than four hundred and one weeks from the 
date of injury,29 

Specifio injuries*—"Section twelve of Article ©306 

of the compensation law specifically lists particular injuries 

which are referred to as specific injuries# Whenever the 

injury, sustained by an employee, is proved to be included in 

these specific provisions, the amount of compensation is 

determined by this section of the act and not the section 

relating to general injuries* Section twelve, of article 

28Vernon*s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of Texas", op, cit», Y o i . - T m / T T H K * 

29 
Ibid., p. 44. 
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8306* of the Texas Workmen*s Compensation Act, is practically 

self explanatory in regard to specific injuries. This seotion 

of the act reads as follows» 

for the injuries enumerated in the following 
schedule the employee shall reoelve in lieu of all 
other compensation except medical aid, hospital 
services and medicines as elsewhere herein provided, 
a -weekly compensation equal to sixty mt cent of 
the average weekly wages of such employee, but not 
less than nine dollars per week nor exceeding twenty-
five dollars per week, for the respective periods 
stated herein, to wits 

for the loss of a thumb, sixty per oent of the 
average weekly wages during sixty weeks* 

tor the loss of a first finger, oonaonly ©ailed, 
the index finger, sixty per cent of the average 
weekly wages during forty-five varies* . " 

W m the loss of a second finger, sixty per oent 
of the average weekly wages during thirty weeks* 

For the loss of'a third fingerf sixty per oent 
or the average weekly wages during twenty-one mmk&* 

for the loss of a fourth flftger* commonly known 
as the little finger slaity per dent of th® averse® 
weekly wagi© during fifteen weeks, 

the loss of a second or distal phalange of the 
thumb shall be caaslderefi to be equal to the loss of 
one-half of such thumb; the less of more than one-half 
of such thumb shall be considered to be equal to the 
loss of the whole thumb. 

$he loss of the third or distal phalange of any 
finger shall be considered to be equal to the l©ss of 
©ae~thiri. of such finger* 

a ® loss of more than th© middle and distal phalange 
of any finger shall b® consid ered to be squal to the 
loss of the whole finger; provided that la no case 
shall bhe eaiott&t received for the loss of a thumb r̂>di 
aore than one finger on the sajf&e hand exceed the aiaount 
provided in this schedule for the loss of a hand* 

For the loss of the metacarpal bone (bone or palm) 
for the corresponding thumb, finger or fingers above, 
ada sea to tli® xiunhe? of weeks as above sub j#e% 
to the limitation that in no case shall the amount 
received for the loss or injury to any one hand be 
more than for the loss of the hanfl. 
. ai3j£:ylosis {total stiffness of) or contracture 
{due to sears or Injuries) which make the fingers use-
less, the same nuaber of v.eeks shall apply to' such 
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finger or fingers or parts of fingers (not thumb) 
as given above* 

For the loss of a hand, sixty per cent of the 
average weekly wage during one hundred and fifty 
weeks* 

For the loss of an a m at or above the elbow, 
eixty par cent of the average weekly wage during two 
hundred weeks* 

For the lose of one of the toes other than the 
great toe, sixty per cent of the average weekly wages 
during ten weeks• 

for the loss of the great toe, sixty per cent of 
the average weekly wages during thirty weeks* 

"Hi® loss of sore than two-thirds of any toe 
shall he considered to he equal to the loss of the 
whole toe» 

The loss of less than two-thirds of any toe 
shall be considered to he equal to the loss of one* 
half of the toe, 

For the logs of a foot, sixty per cent of the 
overage weekly wages during one hundred and twenty-
five weeks« - * • 

For the loss of a leg, at or abov© the knee, 
sixty per cent of the average weekly wages during 
two hundred weeks* 

For the total and permanent lose of eight of 
one eye, sixty per cent of the average weekly wages 
during one hundred weeks# 

in the foregoing enumerated ca^ea of permanent, 
partial incapacity, it shall be oonsidered that the 
permanent loes of the use of a mejaber shall be 
equivalent to and draw the saiae compensation as tfcft 
loss of that member » 

For the complete and permanent loss of the hear-
ing- in botii ears, sixty per cent of the weeIcly wages 
during one hundred and fifty weeks# 

For the loog of an ey© and leg above the knee, 
si~ty per oent of the average weekly wages during a 
period of three hundred and fifty weeks* 

For the loss of an eye and an arm above the 
elbow, sixty per cent of the average xveekly wages' 
during a period of three hundred and fifty weeks* 

For the lose of an eye and a hand t sixty per 
cent of the average weekly wages during a period of 
three hundred and twenty-five weeks* • 

For tho lore of an eye and a foot, sixty per 
cent of the average weekly wages during a period of 
three hundred y;Geks«30 

'Ibid*« pp. 44-45. 
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This particular section of the act, after asking pro-

vision for the specific injuries provides that: 

la all other case# of partial incapacity in-
cluding any disfigurement which will impair the 
future usefulness or occupational opportunities 
of the injured employee, compensation shall be 
determined according to the percentage of incapa-
city, the nature of the physical injury or dis-
figurement , the occupation of the injured employee, 
and the acre at the time of the injury*31 

The manner in which compensation shall be computed is then 

provided for as follows! 

The compensation paid therefor shall be 60 
per cent of the averafe weekly wages of the employees 
but not to exceed twenty-five dollars per weak t 
multiplied by the percentage of Incapacity caused 
by the injury for such period not exceeding three 
hundred weeks as the board may determine# # * 

This provision does not mean that the sum of twenty-five 

dollars is to be substituted for the amount of 60 per cent 

of the average weekly wet pes where that amount actually 

exceeds twenty-five dollars* Sixty per cent of the average 

weekly <wageg is to be first determined and then multiplied 

by the percentage of incapacity. The limitation is applicable 

only if the result exceeds twenty-five dollars. Some con-

fusion has been apparent in the rulings of the court In whish 

it has been held that the provision limited the 60 per cent 

of average weekly wages to twenty-five dollars per week.* 

S1Ibla.. p. 46. 

S ZIMd. 
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The compensation is determined by multiplying this 60 per 

cent by the percentage of disability,35 

Occupational 31seaees.~~In 1947 the Fiftieth Legislature 

added a list of occupational digessgg to the spec ific injury 

list* These occupational diseases, however,. are not eDispen-

sable ae specific injuries but as general injuries* This 

simply means that If an «ploye© suffers fro® one of the occu-

pational diseases listed in the act he can receive benefits 

not exceeding twenty-five dollars per week nor less than nine 

dollars per week for a period of more than three-hundred weeks, 

If there is a period of partial disability followed by a 

period of total disability or vioe versa the oe»iblne4 period 

of compensation cannot exceed four hundred and one weeks, The 

occupational diseases which are not listed in the compensation 

statute of this State are as follows: 

(a) Poisoning byt (1) Aluminum Trioxidef 
S?l ^rs®nicJ ^3) Benjtoli (4) Beryllinum; (5) Cadmium* 
(6) Carbon Bisulphide* (7) Carbon Dioxide; f8) Carbon 
Konoxidei (9) Chlorine; (10) Cyanide; (11) Io»ldt» 
hydef (12) Halogens ted Hydrocarbons ; (13) Hydrochloric 

m r v f l m t U Acidj (15) Hydrogen Sulphidej 
(16) Lead; (17) Kagnaneae; (18) Mercury; (lft) Methanol 
fwood alcohol)} (£0) Methanol Chloride; (El) Nitrous 
Tamesj (22 J Nitric Acid; (23) Petroleum or Petroleum 
f!?!?0!®!*1!4! l h 0*?^ r?V ^ Selenium j (26) Sulphuric 

falphur Dioxidej (28) 8ulphur Trioxidej 
U0) Tellurium; (30) Thallium; (31) zinc; 
. 4 . {*>) Anthrax caused by handling of wool, hair* 
bristle-®, hides and skinsj ' 

(c) Blisters oaused by prolonged or repeated 
use of tools or^mechanical appliances; 

(d) Synovitis, tenosynovitis, or Bursitis due 
to an occupation involving continual or repeated ' 
pressure on th# parts affected; 

S3 
t m m jurisprudence. Vol* XLT# _og. clt., j>» 618. 
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(e) Chrome ulceration! 
it) Compressed air Illness; 
(g) Dermatitis, that is, inflamation of the 

skint due to oil, cutting compounds ctr 
lubricants, dust, liquids, fumes, gases 
or vapors; 

(h) Diseased condition of the eyes due to 
electric arc and welding, and cataraot 
in glass workers; 

{i) Diseased condition caused by exposure to 
X-rays or radio-active substances; 

(J} {Xpitheliomatous cancer) or ulceration 
of the skin or of the corneal surface 
of the eye caused by tar, pitch, bitumen, 
mineral oil or paraffin or any compound, pro-
duct or residue of any of these substances; 

(k) Glanders and other diseased conditions 
caused by handling any equine animal or 
the carcass of any such animal; 

(1} Infectious or contagious disease contracted 
in the course of employment in or in 
immediate connection with a hospital or 
sanatorium in which persons or animals 
suffering from euch disease are cared for 
or treated; 

in| Nystagmus incurred in underground work; 
(n) Asbeatosig, 
{o) Silicosis34 

Death*--In the preceding pages we hare looked at 

various types of injuries and diseases v&ich, under the 

Texas Workmen's Compensation Law, are covered and are ooapen* 

sable for the benefit of the employee. In an earlier portion 

of this chapter we considered the parties who could receive 

benefits from the law, which of course, were the employee and 

his beneficiaries in case of his death. 

This section will be devoted to the amount of compen-

sation the beneficiaries of a deceased employee may expect 

^%ernon*g Revised Civil - Annotated Statutes of the State 
r>*'L4fr« 
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to receive as a result of tills statute* la section eighty 

Article 8306 it is stated! 

If death. should result fr«a the injury the 
association, hereinafter created shall pay the 
legal beneficiaries of the &*****•& employe® 
a meekly payment equal to sixty per cent of liis 
average weekly mgrn* fcat not more than tweaty^fly# 
dollars nor lese than nine dollarB per week, for 
a period of three hundred and sixty weeks from the 
date of the injury,38 

The statute continues and points out regarding the death of 

an employe© who has been receiving compensation for an 

injury, prior to his death the following! 

In the case death occurs as a result of the 
injury after a period of total or partial incapa-
city* for •which compensation has been paid, the 
period of incapacity shall be deducted"from the 
total period of compensation and the benefits 
paid thereunder from the maximum allowed for 
death*36 

In the event that the deceased employ#© has no beneflolaries , 

the carrier or association mast pay the burial expense up 

to a Halted amount* This is illustrated by section nine of 

Article 8306 when it states $ 

It the deceased employee leaves no legal 
beneficiaries, the association shall pay all 
expenses incident to his last sickness as a 
result of the injury, sad in aMltien a funeral 
benefit not to exceed two-hundred &»d fifty 
dollars. Where any deceased m§lofm leaves 
legal beneficiaries, but is buried at the expense 
of his eraployer oar any other person, the expense 
of his burial, not to exeeed two-hundred and 
fifty dollars, shall be payable out of the compen-
sation due the beneficiary or beneficiaries of 
such deceased gsployee, subJ ect to the approval 
of the board,37 

3SyW..T• p« g7Ibia,. p» 75* 

P* fB-m 
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la the content of this chapter w® have laid the fouada-

tlon upon which the reminder of this study shall be based* 

It has been the purpose of this chapter to show la detail 

form, from the Texas Workmen*s Compensation Act itself, who 

can receive compensation, who cannot receive compensation, 

v.'hat constitutes a compensable injury and the amount and 

types of compensation benefits recoverable under the act# 

If there wags no conflict in the administration of the act 

this study would be complete but there are conflicts# In 

the process of administering the settlement of claims which 

arise under the act, we find many conflicts. It is in this 

area of conflict, between the varied parties involved in the 

settlement of claims, that the remainder of this study will 

be devoted# 



CHAPTER III 

la til® preceding chapters of this study we have pre-

sented the historical development of urorkmm* s compensation 

and portions of the Texas Worls&#mf« Compensation law* It 
it; 

was necessary to do this in order for the reader to become 

acquainted with the movement itself as well as to acquaint 

him with the aot of the State of Texas v?bieh will now he 

considered in the remainder of this study from the standpoint 

of the claims administrative organization under the act* 

The procedure under workmen's compensation claims 

administration involves provisions for the giving of notice 

of injury, the filing of claims for compensation and the ad-

justment of controversies. In this process we fina three 

distinct groups; a governmental administrative body, the 

employer and employee, and the carrier or insurance company* 

These three groups are all affected by the court litigation 

in the settlement of contested or disputed olaiias, In this 

study the position of the court will not be considered, as a 

separate unit but will be considered in the light of the part 

it plays in the claims process within each group. In this 

manner the position of the court will be more easily pointed 
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out and understood in the relationship that It holds to 

each group* 

fit® broadest rale of liability for work injuries and 

the most liberal scale of benefits will not furnish the 

measure of relief that the legislature has in mind unless 

appropriate claims administrative means are provided to ses 

that the benefits are paid in accordance with the law# la 

the United States today all workmen*s compensation elates 

procedure is under the Jurisdiction of an administrative 

system of which there are two types —> the commission or 
i 

board typ# & M the self-administrative or court The 

commission or board type consists of a special administrative 

organization of three or five members -which administers the 

law and exercises extensive powers with quasijudicial 

functions# It receives acoidexxt reports, Investigates claims, 

settles disputes, hears eases* grant® awards and issues 

decrees. The administrative body provided for in the Texas 

Compensation Law is the Industrial Accident Board# The 

remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of 

the position of the Industrial Accident Board in the claims 

administrative program of workmen1® compensation in Texas, 

Formation of Industrial Accident 

Board 

While the Texas Workmen*® Compensation Act stipulates 

that exclusive original jurisdiction shall be vested in the 

"^Michel Backer, C, f. sad T, M* Nial, 
ation Insurance, p, 25« ' 1 1 
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Industrial Acoident Board, It does grant to the courts the 

power to review the board's decisions ©a appeal# This simply 

means that the courts are without power to pass upon a claim 

for compensation la the first instance» There Jurisdiction 

lies only by way of appeal from the hoard's decisions• 

The Industrial Accident Board is a body of three members 

created for the purpose of administering the compensation 

law# The board performs ouasijudicial functions but is not 

looked upon as a court but only as an administrative body. 

Its decisions are similar in nature to Judgments but they 

do not have the force of judgments and can only be given 
Jg 

effect by court action# The members of the Industrial 

Accident Board are appointed by the governor biennially for 

terras of six years• The act states that one member of the 

board will at all times, be an employer of labor in sea# 

industry covered by the act# Another member shall be an 

employee covered by the act,, and the third member shall be 

an attorney. The attorney is to act in the capacity of a 
% 

legal advisor to the board as well as chairman*' The act 

authorizes the board to provide, maintain, and staff an 

office#- The act, among other things, states! 
& 
Brown v# Dallas Railway and Terminal Company. 826 

s» w. TMTISS m m ) r — — 

3 
Tern on1.s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes • of the 

State of Texas, Title 130, Workmen*s Compensation Xaw. 
Revision of 19£5 with amendments through ^01/Xiil, 
p. 66. 
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The Board may appoint a secre tary a t a 
salary not t o exceed $2700 a year and say 
appoint such o ther c l e r i c a l and other assist-
ants as may he necessary to properly administer 
this act* It shall a lso be a l lowed a reason-
able sum, the amount to be determined by the* 
Legislature, for clerical and other services, 
office equipment, traveling expenses and all 
other expenses necessary# The board shall be 
provided suitable offices in the capitol, where 
i t s records s h a l l be k e p t * * 

In short the aim of this type of plan is to establish 

a s p e c i a l tribunal where c o n t r o v e r s i e s mu be adjudicated 

promptly without too much technical procedure# This type 

of system has proven the aost efficient in the supervision 

of claim settlements due to the close oontact of all parties 

5 
involved# 

Powers of the Industrial A o o i d e a t 

While the Industrial Accident Board is generally thought 

of as a tribunal of limited powers, it has been granted 

sufficient authority to enable it to hear and determine a l l 

natters concerned with the enforeeaent o f the act* The 

board may make necessary rules, subpoena witnesses, adminis-

ter oaths and inquire into all matters of factual data re-

quired for the settlement of contested claims. In view of 

the q u a s i J u d i c i a l character of the board it may also determine 

such l e g a l questions as whether the claimant is covered by 

*Ibid«. p. 226* 

g 
$< ?# Gallayher, "Methods of Maialsteriag Workmen^s • 

Compensa t ion B e s t s Insurance f e rns , Vol* LTST, So* l i p 
March* 1954, p. 16* 
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insurance, whether he was an employee or independent con-

tractor, and whether he was Injured in the course of employ* 

6 

meat* The act also grants power to the board to inspect 

any books and records of interested parties, to punish 

persons guilty of contempt and to disbar unethical jppao<» 
f "'i: 

titloners* The board is authorized to require any employee 

who claims to have sustained an injury to submit hioself for 

examination before it or ©ciseoa# acting under its authority# 

the refusal of the employe© to submit to such examination 

shall deprive him of his right to oonpensation during the 
s 

continuance of such refusal* la addition to it® general 

duty of passing upon claims for compensation, the board is 

required to keep suitable rtoords of it* proceedings and to 

supply oopies of them to interested parties. Any party 

interested in a claim pending before the courts may be 
• # 

furnished upon request "a certified copy of any order, award* 

decision or paper on file in the office of said board. 

The policy of the compensation law requires that all 

Claims will "be handled as speedily as possible,, 
s. w . ^ g y f T » A T l t r I a 8 a r a n ° e T- ss 

or s t ? t a t° a 

8lbid,, p* 226* 

fIMA»» p. 231» 
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la order to facilitate this procedure the legislature haa 

provided that the procedure before the hoard "shall he as 

If) 

summary as may he under this This simply means that 

the hoard is not governed by the rules of pleading and 

evidence that prevail in the courts. The board is free to 

act in its o » nay and to adopt suoh speedy and informal 
11 

procedure as it may deer, necesaary. There is no jury in 

a board hearing and since review by the courts la through 

a trial de novo, as though no former trial had been held nor 

former decision rendered, no record is kept for appellate 
IB 

purposes. While an award of compensation is usually re-

garded as a final order, not all orders of the board are of 

this nature. An order directing a claimant to undergo a 

hernia operation, for example, is not final nor binding upon 
15 

the claimant. An award or order determining a claim for 

compensation is in the nature of a judgment and until it if 

set aside by a court appeal, it is binding upon the parties, 
14 

subject only to the board's power of modification* 10 , 
Ibid %« p• 2E6• 

11 
'federal Underwriters Exchange v. Samuel. 160 S* W# 

<sdj si m m . — ~ — 1 

Srl 
267 a* wrvsrhmjr 
m 8 11E r * BssSsii 

14Vestal v, Texas 3Smployers Insurance Association. £88 
S. W. lOT"T3D086)T,! ~ ~ 
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la other words the final award of the board set appealed 

has the saa© effect as a Ittd̂ aeat of the court# 

According to section Twelve *DI of Artiole 8306 of the 

Teacas Compensation law, the board m y , either upon its own 

motion or upon the application of any interested person who 

can show a chanpe of condition, mietake or fraud, "review 

any award or order, ending, diminishing or increasing ccanpen-

sation previously awarded, within the maximum and minimum 

provided in this law, or change or revoke its previous order 

denying compensation," It seems to be settled that this pro-

vision was not intended to authorize the board to furnish a 

second trial of the same Issue® nor to enable it to correct 

clerical errors of law# There are suggestions in court 

decisions that the board has power to correct clerical errors* 

inadvertencies and mistakes which appear upon the record, in 

the same manner that courts correct their judgment s by ap-
18 

propriate nunc pro tunc orders. This point is illustrated 

in Blair v# Mill eraf Indemnity Underwriters when the court 

said! 
It seems to be equally well settled that until 

some party at interest has perfected an appeal, the 
Industrial Accident Board retains jurisdiction of 
the parties and the subject-matter, and can make any 
orders with reference thereto it thinks proper. The 
mere fact that the board corrects a clerical error 
in the award, after the claimant has brought suit to 
set it aside, does not require him to file a new 
notice of non-abidance and file a new suit.16 -

E* McKlnney, editor, fearag Juris 
Workmen1s Compensation, p. 754* ' " 

"^Blair v. Millers1 Indemnity Underwr 
787 I 1 9 W T " * fc' 

prudence,, Vol« XLV, 

iters, 220 8* W, 
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The board's power to review its awards, however, 1§ 

limited in several respects. In the first place, It applies 

only to awards and to order® denying compensation and has no 

application whatever to orders approving compromise settle 

ments and the like. The courts have consistently stated! 

n M order approving a compromise agreement is not an award 

of compensation.*-1" When an appeal is taken or a suit is 

brought to enforce an award the board loses its jurisdiction 

and its primary pov;er is at an end. Onoe the insurer has 

paid the compensation ordered by the board In its award, it 

10 

is powerless to impose a new liability upon the carrier. 

It is also clear from the terms of the statute itself that 

the po er to review awards and orders may be exercised by 

the board only by showing of definite fraud, mistakes of a 

factual nature> or a change in the claimant*s physical 
19 

condition. The compensation law does not authorize the 

board to review its award merely because the claimant is 

able to produce new evidence or additional evidence to 

establish an injury that has already been awarded compen-

sation.*40 
If ' 
Texas Employers* Insurance Association v. Watkins. 

zmt ~ "Lia* 
18 

Southern Casualty Company v, 8oykln» 298 8« W. 639 
{19E? ) • 

19 
ferns Jurlggrudence, Vol, 2XT> oju clt*» p. 75?• 

SO 
"Associated Btmloyeys* Lloyds v. Olbson. £45, 3. W* 

( 2d) 73T 
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It is easily seen that once an award M s been granted 

by the board that it is very limited in it® powers to read-

just a decision or award, There does not seem to be a fixed 

form which is followed by the board in an application for 

review* They sometimes completely revise the present award 

while at other times they simply amend the previous award, 

In any ease, no matter what position or method the board 

may use in revising its decisions, it must iiamediately send 

to all parties involved a copy of its subsequent or revised 

award* 

Procedures for Hearing 
Claima 

The purpose of the Industrial Acoident Board is to 

process and make an award in all disputed eases as rapidly 

as possible. The carrier mat be given sufficient time for 

obtaining all the evidence needed for the hearing* fh# 

claimant after giving the required notice of injury to his 

carrier, which is any time not exceeding thirty days lifter 

the accident, files with the board a proper statement of his 
si 

claim. All that is required in the statement of claim by 

th® claimant, is an intelligible statement of the matters in 

controversy, identification of th© Interested parties, a 

description of the injury in a general way, and a short 

sunsaary describing the manner in which the injury occurred 

gi 
Industrial Accident Board of Texas, oju cit•« p. 10. 

22 
Jgrrett v. Travelers * Insurance Company. 66 S« W, 

| JSP-* / 
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Tli@ claimant may, when, he files his claim, request that the 

board not oonduot the hearing until it receives further 

notice from him. If the board is not directed by the claimant 

to withhold the hearing of the claim it will schedule the ease 

for a hearing within eight weeks after receipt of the claim. 

The board schedules all hearings on Tuesday. If, when the 

claim is filed, no report of injury has been received from 

the employer, the board will lasaediately request the em-

ployer to file the Employer's Report of Injury form. If 

the Tuesday upon -.vhich a hearing is set happens to fall on 

a legal holiday or follows a legal holiday, the hearing 

automatically will be postponed until the following Tuesday* 

All interested parties will be given at least twelve days 

notice of the hearing unless the parties have agreed to 

waive notice and have advised th© board to that effect# 

Notice of the hearing date will be mailed to the carrier up-

on the Carrier's Notice of Hear in.? and Statement form and to 

the claimant upon the Bnployee*s Notice of Hearing and 

Statement form* 

In order that the carrier will have opportunity to 

investigate the claim fully the notice of the hearing will 

be mailed to the carrier on the same day the claim is 

scheduled by the board. In the event the carrier fails to 

begin payments to the claimant four calendar weeks prior 

to the hearing the hearing will still be held. If, however, 
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the oarrler "begins compensation payments and the claimant 

is satisfied the hearing will be cancelled and the interested 

25 

parties notified* 

In order that the board staff will have opportunity and 

sufficient time to consider all the information submitted by 

the parties in dispute, it is provided that} 
(1) The insurance carrier shall complete 

Carrier's Notice of Hearing and Stat@ra.ent and 
return it to the Board as soon as possible, but ' 
not later than the date set for the hearing of 
the claim* 

(2) The claimant, or one of the beneficiaries, 
if there be more than one, shall complete Employee*s 
Notice of Hearing and Statement form and return it 
to the board as soon as possible, but not later 
than the date set for the hearing of the olalm*®* 

Any information contained in the Hotlee of Hearing and 

Statement form, and any other written matter filed after 

the date a claim is aet for hearing will, in aogt eagsegj be 

considered by the board in making the award if some reason** 

able excuse can be shown for the late filing* Oral testi-
Og 

mony, however, can only be presented on the hearing date. 

The board may hold hearings or take testimony at any point 

within the state, provided due notice has been given to all 

the interested parties. This is pointed out more clearly 

by the statute itaelf, which statesI 

20* 

Industrial Accident Board of Texas, op, cit.. p. 11• 

^Ibld*. p* 12* 

25jbia, 

mailto:Stat@ra.ent
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Said board or any member thereof may bold 
hearings or take testimony or make investigations 
at any point within this state, reporting the 
result thereof, if the same is sad© by one member, 
to the board, or it can employ or use the assist-
ance of an inspector of adjuster for the purpose 
of adjusting and settling claims for corapensatian 
or developing the facts relating to any claim for 
coropensatl 

The courts, along this same 1ine, have consistently held 

that if all parties are not given due notice of the hearing 

and evidence is not received due to this culssion, the award 

of the board will be nullified. This is pointed out more 

clearly by the statement of Chief Justice McDonald, of the 

Civil Court of Appeals in Fort Worth when he said, "When a 

party to a proceeding is not awarded notice of the hearing of 

the award is a nullity and the board may set it aside without 

notice.*2^ While the burden of proof rests upon the claimant 

he is not required to use all the evidence at his disposal 

nor is he required to have all his witnesses present. The 

board is authorized to receive statements taken under oath as 
mm 

\iel 1 as other evidence not admissible in courts of law* 

Since the proceedings are informal the board is not bound by 

hard-and-fast rules. The duty of the board is to determine 

the facts of the controversy in the light of the law and the 

facts presented. This is pointed out very clearly by 

d e m o n ' s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
State of TexaiST «' X&dr»"' p«" 231* "** 

^Fowler v. Texas Employers* Insurance Association, 
S37 s . #. (ad) 87!rn5Kt"). — 

T e x 3 Jurisprudence. Vol. ILV, op. clt.. p. 749, 
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the statute itself la Article 8307, section four, when it 

statest "All rulings and decisions of the board relating 

to disputed claims shall be upon queatione of fact and in 

Ml 

aocord with the provisions of the law#® The action of any 

two members on the board will constitute the action of the 

board. 

In further consideration of this subject it should be 

noted that either party may cancel a hearing scheduled by 

the board or ask for a postponement• Many times a claimant 

*111 request a hearing and then, begin to reoeive compen-

sation payments from the carrier# If at this time the two 

parties reach an agreement there is no need for a board hear-

ing and at the request of both parties the board will cancel 

a hearing. It should also be noted that until a carrier has 

begun to pay compensation to the claimant It has no grounds 

whatsoever to ask for a postponement or cancellation of any 

board hearing*3*0 The procedure the Industrial Accident 

Board uses in its operation is in many ways favorable to 

the claimant* This practice is in line with the wording and 

spirit of the statute itself. 

As soon as possible after the hearing of a claim, the 

board will enter an award and it will become effective on 

the date of entry shown on the fornu Copies of this award 

_ of the Stat# 
s* %m&i 

^Industrial Accident Board of Texas, 0£. clt.« p. IS, 
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will be furnished to all the parties involved in the decision 

or dispute# It either party to a dispute can show good cause 

for delay the board, will delay entry of the award not to ex-

ceed ten days* The board, in making a decision, will rely 

upcsn the parties to supply it Information from which a fair 

decision may be reached. The following rules respecting the 

harden of presenting information will guide the hoard in 

making awards! 

(a) If the claimant or his attorney presents 
medical evidence, and the Insurance company pre-
sents no medical evidence, an award in the ©as# 
will be made on the basis of the evidence la the 
board*s file on the date of hearing, unless the 
insurance company, on, or before the date of 
hearing, shews a good and sufficient reason to the 
board for its failure to file evidence in defense 
of the claim* 

(b) If, on the date of hearing, no medical * 
evidence Is filed by the claimant or'his attorney* 
the hearing on the elaim will, without tracing, 
be cancelled from the board's docket without pre-
judice# Said claim will not be reset for hearing 
until medical evidence is furnished by claimant or 
hift attorney, as the burden of proof is upon the 
claimant to establish his claim* Insurance 
carriers are'also required to file m©«3ieal evidence 
in each case. 

(#) Original, carbons and photostatic ooptss 
of medical reports will be accepted by the board, 
but must show to have been personally signed In 
ink by the physician making same. 31 

Attorneys who represent claimants will be awarded their 

fees only when a power of attorney or other document filed 

with the board clearly identifies them. Unless it is other-

wise stated, the attorney's fee will be the amount pre-

scribed by the law* The law allows an attorney to receive 

3XIbid.. p. 15. 
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15 per cent of the first one thousand and 10 per cent of 

any amount in excess of this sura. Attorneys represent lag 

olaimants who want the board to authorize reasonable 

expenses in addition to the percentages authorized by the 

statute§ must sake a written request to the board for m e h 

consideration, In any ©Teat only those attorney^ fees and 

expenses authorized by the board will be deducted froci the 

32 

amount awarded the claimant* 

In the event that an interested party wishes to have 

the award reviewed they must file the request with the board 

stating the reasons* v&y they want the award set aside or 

modified • The board will set a date on which the request 

will be considered* Immediately after the meeting it will 

notify all parties concerned of its decision* whether to 
33 

affiBs, set aside or modify the previous sward# 

The Industrial'Accident Board 

and' 

While the statute does not specify the form that m 

award shall take, the usual award states the following* 

(1) recite the giving of due notice of the hearing, (£} state 

the facts found concerning the injury and the resulting die-

ability, (3) determine the compensation allowable and the 

maimer in -which it shall be paid, (4) order the insurer to 
» W . p* 16. 

p» 20 # 
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make payxaent accordingly and provide for Its release* If 

the claim arts®® out of death the board usually designates 

the various beneficiaries and prescribes the policy or 

manner in •which It will share the compensat i on » 
M order denying compensation is generally quite short. 

It generally states the following: 

U ) Notice of the hearing, (2) elites 
decision that claimant is not entitled to 
relief, (3) denies or dismisses the claim, 35 
(4) discharges the insuror from all liability. 

The content of a final order or amrd of the board is 

mentioned at this phase of the study, as witjiout a final 
56 

order or award, no appeal nay be taken to the courts# It 

might also be mentioned that while awards of compensation, 

orders denying compensation, and orders Modifying awards 

are definitely final decisions, they are by no means the 

only final orders that the board issues. An order setting 

a hearing for a certain date, or an order cancelling a hear-

ing is a final decision and is not appealable# 

The statute outlines the manner of taking an appeal 

as follows: 
Any interested party who is not willing and 

does not consent to abide by the final ruling 
and decision of said board shall within twenty 
days after the rendition of said final ruling and 
decision by said board, file with said board notice 
that he will not abide by said final ruling and 
decision* And he shall within twenty days after 

^^Texas Jurisprudence, Vol. XLV, op. cit«» p. 750. 

55Ibid.» p. 751. 

48 S 

s%alley v. Texas Baployersr Insurance Corporation* 
. \ffTmt 988 Il'&32). 
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giving such, notice bring suit in the country 
where the injury occurred to set aside said 
final ruling and decision and said board shall 
proceed no further toward the adjustment of «» 
such claim, other than hereinafter provided, 

fhe statute also provides? 

If any party to any such final ruling and 
decision of the board» after having given notice 
as above provided, fails within twenty days to 
institute and prosecute a suit to set the sane 
aside, then said final ruling and decision shall 
be binding upon all parties thereto#38 

Upon close examination of the statute it is seen that 

we have a statute of limitations upon which coj&plianc® is 

mandatory. Unless the notice is given within the proper 

length of time, and the suit is begun within a specified 

time, the court has no jurisdiction to review the case# 

It is clear from the statute that an appeal may be 

prosecuted not only by the claimant and the insurer, but 

also by any person who « i a party to the proceedings before 

the board,. It is generally held, however, by the court® 

that a person who did not appear before the board is not to 

be regarded as a proper appellant, even though he m y have 

interest of one kind or another in the award. Thus it is 

held that an inusrance company who issued the policy relied 

on by the claimant may not bring suit to set aside the award, 

if it was not a party to the proceedings before the board. 

iMBSBiM, Civil' Annotated Statutes of the State 
of fj&3cag> op. ^ " " L " ~ — 

S8Ibid. 

M 
gexas ffurispyttdeace^ Vol. XLV, op. vclt., p. 764. 
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There are many questions of review and processes of 

filing, and effects of court litigation upon all parties 

involved in the appealing of decisions of the board* This 

chapter, however, is devoted to the Industrial Accident Board 

and its primary consideration in court litigation. In later 

chapters the position of the court in relation to other 

parties involved will be dealt with, but at this time in the 

remainder of this section v;e will consider only the effect 

of court litigation upon an award of the Industrial Accident 

Board, 

The legal effect of bringing a suit to set aside an 

award is to divest the board of all jurisdiction over all 

parties and issues concerned* Since the court * s power to 

act in a compensation case depends upon prior action by the 

board, it is clear that unless the board had jurisdiction, 

the court definitely has none. The filing of a suit to set 

aside an av?ard brines all the parties and the ertb ire contro-

versy before the court* The court is invested with power to 

determine every issue involved regardless of whether these 

had been acted upon previously by the board* This is pointed 

out aore clearly from a portion of a court decision itself 

which follows; 

The filing of' a salt in the district court to 
set aside an aiarfl has the effect of transferring 
to that court all matters that have been presented 
to the board, whether acted upon or not*'** 

4 ^ f f | 1 Z m n m m ® As.goo.iation v, 
27 S. W. (2d) 314 (1930). 
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The court | of course, lias the power t o award such compen-

sat ion as i t deems necessary so long as I t i s not in ©xtess 

of the maximum allowed by the law. Since the Jur isd ic t ion 

of the court8 in e compensation cases i s purely appel late 

the court has no author i ty to consider n a t t e r s wholly foreign 

t o the controversy before the hoard* fh© cause of action 

alleged in a su i t to set aside an atvard nest conform to the 
41 

cause of action pressed before the board* This simply 

means that on® claim say not be made to the board and another 

d i f f e ren t claim presented in the court of appeal* 

One# a sui t has been duly ins t i t u t ed in the proper 

court i t i s handled, generally speaking, as any other action 

conducted in court* Citat ion i s issued and served, par t i s# 

a re Joined and pleadings f i l e d Just as in any other suit* 

Since the verdict might be influenced If the Jurors were 

allowed to know of t he previous board 's decision, i t I s a 

se t t l ed ru le tha t they wi l l not be Inform d of ttoe previous 

decision e i ther by introduction of evidence, pleading, or 

remark of counsel 

I t i s provided in the s t a tu t e that any order , award or 

proceeding of the board "when duly a t tes ted by aay member 

of the board or i t s secretary, sha l l be admissible as 

evidence of the act of said board in any court of t h i s s t a t e . 

**Texas Jurisprudence. Vol. XLV, oju c i t » . p* 78£» 
4 3 I b i d . , p . ?88. 
42Vernon fs Revised Civil Annotated Sta tu tes ©f the State 

of Texas * op. c i i . , p . 231, 

** 
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This does not mean that any and. a l l papers involved in the 

board hearing nay be received in a s u i t to se t aside an 

award* I t lias been wel l settled, that with t h e exception o£ 

cer t i f i ed copies of the employer's notice of beoeaaing a sub-

scriber under the act , that such papers are inadmissible as 

proof of any matter to be determined by the jary» The papers 

of the board hearing are permitted to be f i l e d with t he court 

only for the purpose of helping the court to determine whether 

i t has jurisdict ion of the c o n t r o v e r s y I t i s seen from the 

above that,, as a general proposition, i t i s error to reoeiv® 

in evidence the f ind ings of the board and i f i t i s done i t 

would be grounds far a reversal of the Judgment* 

Except i n so fa r as the court i s regulated by the s p e c i f i c 

provisions of the act, the t r i a l of compensation su i t s pro-

ceeds under the same rules as any other type of l i t i g a t i o n * 

I t should be noted that i t i s the duty of the court to decide 

a l l questions of law but must submit a l l controverted issues 

of fact to the Jury* The court i s under no duty to submit 

anything to the jury in which there i s no dispute. If there 

i s evidence that the court may assume i s true and i t i s not 

disputed, the court may instruct the jury accordingly# 

44 
Texas Jurisprudence, Vol. XLV, op. c l t«« p. 824. 
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la this chapter w# have viewed the Industrial Accident 

Board froa the standpoint of its foxroation, its powers, its 

elsis procedure and the effect of the court's decision upon 

its awards. Looking back on this one can easily mm what a 

powerful instrument the court is in the claims* administrative 

organization of the Texas Workmen's Compensation law, The 

board is probably the most important and yet the smallest 

part of the workmen*s coopensation program* It occupies a 

position of authority and yet# even it, ciust aany times 

feel the strong arm of the court* 



CHAPTER IT 

TBI CARRIER M B TBI 0IAIMB PROCBBS 

While there is no one aspect of insurance company 

performanee which is completely representative, it is 

probably no exaggeration to say that companies, as a »vhole# 

are very much aware of the need for a high level of per-

formance in claims work. One evidence of this awareness is 

the statement of principles initiated, by the Association of 

Casualty and Surety Executives, showing the casualty 

insurance companies* approach to the aims and responsibilities 

of workmen's compensation. These principles should be viewed 

briefly prior to presentation of the position of the carrier 

in the claims procedure of workmen's compensation in Texas* 

The nine principles, in brief form are e.s follows? 

(1) All legitimate claims should be paid promptly 
and fully, 

(2) A frank and friendly attitude should be adopted 
towards all claimants, If there Is any question 
of compensability, the claimant should be told 
of the insurer*e position at the earliest 
possible moment* 

(5) The best medical and surgical attention possible 
should be provided in those states whose laws 
permit the carriers to select the physician and 
surgeon. 

(4) Only when necessary should cases go to hearing©* 
Full use of informal conferences, where possible, 
should b© made* 

68 
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{5) Payments should be made directly to the 
beneficiaries* fhey should be made through 
the employer only when that method will 
expedite receipt of payment* 

(6) Snployers should be given every assistance 
in obtaining an adequate understanding of 
the proper operation of the workmen's 
compensation system,# 

(?) There should be oomplete cooperation with 
the agencies administering the workmen* s 
compensation laws* 

(8) Dishonest claims should be fought* It is • 
a duty the ©airier owes its policy holders# 
honest claimants, and Itself. But intent 
to defraud should be clear before it is 
concluded that the claimant is dishonest* 

{9) The great and exacting responsibilities of 
Insurance eonpaalea in the propel?, economical 
and efficient administration of workmen's 
compensation laws must be freely accepted by 
those engaged in claims .jaanageMSt#1 

The over-all performance of insurance companies say be very 

different in one state as compared with another because the 

state laws themselves are so different* fhere is a very 

intimate relationship between the Ian which defines the work-

men1 s compensation act, the state body which administers the 

law, and the carriers who act as instruments of the adminis-

tration la putting the law into effect4 A liberal law, a 

good state administration, and a high level of efficiency in 

insurance company operation are lllcely to be found to-

gether, and the converse is equally true* In preceding 

chapters we have viewed the Texas Compensation Law and the 

Industrial Accident Board* la this section of this study, 

%ex S* Mai one, Workmen's Compensation laws, and 
Practices, p# 108, — — — 
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we shall pass on to a detailed survey of the carrier's 

position ia the claims administrative process of Workmen1s 

Compensation in the State of Texas# 

Authorized Carrier# 

As has been pointed out previously, any employer who 

desires to avail himself of the benefits of the compensation 

law may take out insurance against his liability to pay 

compensation* He may do this by becoming a subscriber to 

any authorized insurance association# The legislature has 

created a state agency known as the Tern® Smployers* 

Insurance Association for the purpose of granting insurance 

of this character* Bsployers, however, are definitely not 

confined to the us© of this association al®aet but are ex* 

pressly permitted to obtain their policies fro® any licensed 

private company that is authorized to Insure the payment of 

compensation in the State of Texas* 

Texas B&ployers * Insurance Association 

The Texas Compensation law provides for the creation 

of the Texas Braployers* Insurance Association as followsl 

The Texas Employers1 Insurance Association is 
hereby created a body corporate with the 
powers provided in this law and with all 
general powers incident thereto.8 

Tn~ its general structure the association is a mutual in*» 

surance association operating under a board of directors 

elected by the subscribers, 

Yemen* s lev!sad Civil Annotated Statutes of the Stat# 
of Texas, Title 130, Workmen*s Condensation Xaw», Revision 
of 1925 with amendments through I95&, Vol. X2&I, p, St3# 
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It is charged with the duty of collecting premiums assessed' 

under the rates fixed by the Stat© Insurance Commission and 

paying from the fund, obtained through premiums, the just 

S 

claims of employees. The Governor appoints a board of 

directors consisting of twelve members who serve one year 

tense. Eaoh director must be a subscriber in the association 

to become a reember of the board of directors,4 The board of 

directors elects a president and other personnel from among 

themselves as they deem necessary. Seven or more directors 

constitutes a quorum for the transaction of any business,® 

The board appoints an executive committee which has all the 

powers of the board. In any meeting of the subscribers 

each one has one rote* The term "subscriber" as used in 

this act simply means any employer who becomes a member of 

the association by paying the required premium for his 

coverage* If a subscriber has five hundred ea^loy©©® to 

whoa the association is bound to pay compensation he may 

cast two votes. The subscriber will also be entitled to 

one additional vote for each additional five hundred «m~ 

ployeee, but under no circumstances may any one subscriber 

s * 
288 S T ^ S^rflie) I Insurance Association, 

91 g 1 a W a B Q € Association v. Russell. 

_ . Vernon's Umlsed gjylX Annotated Statutes of the Stat® 
Texas. 0£. fit*. ¥« W T . — ~ 
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oast sore than twenty vot©3. The association did not issue 

any policies until fifty members had subscribed who had 

more than two thousand employees. If the association ever 

drops below fifty subscribers and two thousand insured em-

ployees it will not be able to issue any aore policies 

§ 

until this quota is again built up. 

While the courts have experienced some difficulty in 

determining the exact nature of the association, a majority 

of the decisions seem to agree that it ie a tfoverniaental 

agency and not a private corporation within the meaning of 
9 

the general laws regarding corporations. This question 

appears to have arisen principally out of attempts by 

cities to tax the association*a surplus funds, but in this 

area taxability seems to still be more or less unsettled, 

In one case it was held that they «er© not subject to such 
Q 

taxation, while in another this view was repudiated. The 

association is, however, subject to th® state tax upon 

premiums collected by compensation insurance carriers,5 

If, for any reason, the reserve® should prove to be in-

sufficient, BO that, at the end of any calendar year, there 

were not enough admitted assets ia excess of unearned premi-

ums sufficient enough to pay its losteg sua expenses, th« 
%bid,» p. 394. 

g 5 6
 T* laaj, Ssnas sai Mtht Company, 185 S« W# 

%exas Jurisprudence. Vol, XLV, oju pit.» p, 549* 

.. . 9SKS» Ssgl&mB.' m t e * 
States T^roedo CoBroany.gg w, w. (gd) '11930)7 
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board of directors may assess the subscribers for the defi-

cit* la t&s event this situation arises the board of di-

rectors may divide the subscribers into different groups on 

the basis of their lose ratio. This is done for the purpose 

of making the deficit assessment• This is illustrated by 

the following court decision* 

The directors of the insurance association 
.may distribute the subscribers into groups for 
the purpose of segregating the experience of 
each group as to premiums and losses and for the 
purpose of paying"** dividends payable to and levy-
ing assessments payable by the subscribers within 
each group# The board also has power to re-
arrange any of the groups by withdrawing sat 
transferring subscribers,-10. 

On the other hand, the board may declare dividends on the 

policies in force during each calendar year in whleli the 

premiums shall exceed the amount required to pay claims and 

expenses* 

Private Insurance Carriers 

When the Workmen's Compensation IMW set up the Texas 

Saployersf Insurance Association it also had in mind a 

legislative design to place all insurance companies seeking 

to issue policies under the terms of the act in the samm 

position as the Texas Baployers* Insurance Coapany, This was 

to include mutual and reciprocal companies, provided they had 

at least fifty subscribers having not less than two thousand 

*%exas Baployers* Insurance Association v* United 
States fbr£'ido''"g<wanF'r £6 S» W# (2d} 105^ t}.930}* 
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employees,who lawfully transact a liability business In 

this state* Too, they were eiven the same right to insure 

the liability and pay the compensation provided for in 

11 

this act as t&e Texas fia^ployers* Insurance Association* 

When an insurance company willfully falls or refuses 

to pay cosipensation the Industrial Accident Board will 

notify it of that fact, and if the action continue® the 

CoramisBioner of Insurance may revoke its license or permit# 

If the Association suspends or stops payment of compensation 

it ahaII immediately notify the board of that fact, giving 

the reasons for its actions. Carriers of compensation 

insurance are authorized, to sake and enforce reasonable 

rules for the prevention of injuries on the premises of 

subscribers. It is for this purpose that their inspectors 

are given the right of "free access to all such premises 

during regular working h o a r s N e i t h e r the Insurance 

association nor a private carrier may discriminate between 

employers entitled to be covered by the act* On the 

contrary, it is the duty of every Insurer to accept any 

risk: offered, regardless of the hazard. In short, insurers 

have no right to select on© mployer as a suitable risk and. 

write him, and decline to write another employer qualified 

to carry compensation insurance.*5 

' Fidelity Union Casualty 0osip&ny v* Sunday, B6 S* W* 
(2d) 676 U9§<3). JL 

Harris v. Traders * and General Insurance 
82 S* W* '{») 780 t U l f r 

w _ 1S5g|l|5L g M | | t M e M | z a M gi^aate# Cggpany T. 
il s# w# fsff| Si fititl T 
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Compensation Insurance Policies 

A compensation policy written under the provisions of 

the eoapensation law is a contract involving three parties, 

the insurer, the employer, and the aaployee. While this 

type of policy is said to be primarily for the benefit of 

the employee, it is also beneficial to the es^loyer by re-

lieving him from his eojamon-law liability arising out of 

injury or death to his employees while in his service. The 

policy transfers the liability of the employer to the shoulders 

14 

of the Insurer or carrier# If an injured employee recover® 

a judgment against his employer, the insurer must pay the 

amount of the judgment, plus costs, if the enrployer has ccws-

plied with the insurer's regulations and has given timely 
15 

notice of the bringing of the action. 

In order to bind the insurer, the agent acting for it 

must have either actual or ostensible authority to make the 
IIS 

contract, or the insurer mast later ratify the transaction. 

As long as the agent confines his negotiations to Betters 

within the scope of his authority his contract will bind the 

insurer. If* for example, he accepts an application re-
* 

questing insurance to be effective as of a certain date, the 
if 

insurer may not issue a policy as of a later dat-e* 

*<Sglller,g Indemnity Underwriter® v. Brdud» 270 IX. S< 
m (ivzTT. : ' 

lsTrinity Lumber Company v. Ocean-Accident and Guarantee 
Company, £06 S. w. 531 

*-%aryland Casualty Company v. Seay, 56 Fed (Bd) 3£2 
(1917)• 

17 
Southern Casualty Company r* freeman, IS S, W* {£&) 

148 { 1 9 2 8 ) , = ' 
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When the agent and the employer have agreed upon, the type 

of policy that shall be issued, the employer will sign a 

written application and pay a deposit premium to the agent» 

The agent then sends both the application and deposit premi-

um to the insurer for its consideration. If the insurer * • 

accepts the application the policy is issued and delivered to 
la 

the employer* 

While an oral contract of insurance is generally lawful 

in Texas this situation does not exist in regard to compen-

sation insurance. Agreements for compensation insurance 

sms-t be in writing and contain all the provisions of the 

entire contract. This is illustrated by a quotation from a 

decision which states that "any contract or agreement not 

written into the application and policy shall be void and of 
1® 

no effect.n The general form of the policy is prescribed 

by the Insurance Couaaission, and no insurance carrier may 

use any other form in this state* Every contract or agree-

ment of an employer within the act which is designed to 

transfer his liability to the Insurer will be void unless 

the agreement also covers liability for the payment of 

compensation# This stipulation is specifically designed to 

18 
Traders and General Insurance Company v. Shoda Barker* 

93 3. W'. 'tSd) I I ® '(MS#). ' 

1© 
Texas BRployers* Insurance Association v» Jonea. Texas mployers* in: 

70 S. 1614 U93477 
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protect the employe© from eoersioa betwsan the eiaployer and 

insurer. This is pointed out xaore clearly "by the reasoning 

of the court when it saidt 

The general rale se«as to to« that the sub-
scriber mad the insurer are not permitted to 
enter into such a contract of indemnity as vdll 
restrict the Tights of an ®aploy@gAas they are 
declared by the compensation act#®0 

Insofar as the terms and provisions of the policy ar« 

not dictated by the law they express the agreement of th« 

parties in such Batters as the nature of the employment, 

the employees covered, the protection afforded, and the 
m 

premium to be paid* 

While the policy must provide for the payment of compen-

sation there is nothing in the statute to keep the eiaployer 

and the insurer from broadening the seope of the contract so 

that it will cover other matters* Thus a policy may under-

take to secure the employer not only against the payment of 

compensation, but also against the liability imposed by 

law. This is seen more clearly when the court stated, * a 

policy may cover the employer's liability both at caramon law 
pp 

and under the compensation act." 

SO 
Oilmens* Reciprocal Association v. Gilleland. 285 

S» W» 648 {1926}• ' 

21 
' <fanea Contracting Company v, Home Life and Accident 

Company, 260 W. 839 (1924). * ~ 

g2Pnited States Fidelity and Guarantee Coananv, v. 
- ~-rmxz OQBpanr . 535 8. ». Ho nsSTT 
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As hag already been intimated, neither the association 

nor a private carrier of compensation insurance lias the 

power to fix the rates to Is© charged for protection. The 

statute imposes this duty upon the Insurance Commission, 

which is required to "make, establish and promulgate all 

classifications of hazards and rates of premium respectively 

applicable to each."2® These rates must be the same for all 

carriers operating within, the state. If a carrier issued a 

policy based upon a rate smaller than the one prescribed by 

the commission it would be contrary to the lav? and TO id 

Premiums are computed by applying the appropriate rate to 

the total pay roll. This easily shows that no exact calcu-

lation of the total amount of premium can be ascertained at 

the time the policy is issued but only an estimate can be 

made, based upon the present pay roll* It might be noted at 

this time that the einployee, as provided by the act itself, 

does not pay any portion of the premium and if it is ever 

shown that the employer tried to collect any part of the 

premium from M s employees he aay be prosecuted. This is 

very clearly pointed out by the act itself v;hen it states: 

It shall be unlawful for any subscriber or 
any einployer who seeks to comply with the pro-
visions of this law to either directly or in-
directly collect of or from his employees, by 
any means or pretence whatever, any premium 

25-
* Texas Jurisprudence, Vol. XLT, op* elt.« p. 562. 

24 
Bernard v. Fidelity Union Casualty Company. £96* 

s. w. eWTJM?)* ~ —1—** 
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under this law# or part thereof paid or to 
be paid upon any policy of such lais&rane® -
under this law v&ich covers such employees, 
or any intended policy of ouch insurance 
delsgxted to cover such employees* 0 

Compensation policies are construed according to the 

general rules for interpreting other insurance contracts* 

Since all relevant statutes become a part of the contract, 

a policy of this kind will be considered with reference to 

the compensation law* Thie simply means that: 

The insurance contract jaiis t be construed 
liberally in favor of employees as its bene-
ficiaries, and applied in such manner as will 
more nearly and certainly accomplisy the full 
purpose of the act**6 

While a compensation policy is usually written for a 

fixed period of tine, it may terminate before the expiration 

of this period. For example when a co-partnership is dis-

solved in one of the ways recognized by law, the policy taken 

out by it autorntically terminates and no longer protects the 
pn 

employees, even though a new co-partnership might be formed. 

If when a policy is issued, the parties agree to Insert in the 

policy a provision permitting either to terminate the contract 

upon pivinr a specified notice, the agreement will be allowed# 

This stipulation, however, must bo approved by the Insurance 

CcHsanission.2® The parties to a policy may, by proper 
^ernoa's twlsed Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 

of̂  Te xcs t> & op .0' cTt *» Vol» X̂CX'X,"" p* I$7 » 
O A 
Standard Accident Insurance Company v» Barrow, 47 

s. w. (-as m (issrr: — — 
27 
Traders* and General Insurance Company v« Bamert, 76 

s* w* mytm" v i r a y : — — — * - - * • — — * 
28Republic Reciprocal Insurance Association v* feline* 

a? s. «. ita) g?o nasal. 1 — 



endorsement, modify It in any respect they choose, so long 
?o 

as they do not violate the statute* 

Liability of Carrier 

The liability of the insurance carrier is fixed by 

the statute itself and is measured by the terma of the 

policy at the tine of the injury. If the policy is a general 

one, the carrier is responsible for all cocipenealle injuries 

suffered by the workmen in the usual course of the employer*s 

30 

business* The carrier is also liable regardless of the 

hasards of the particular job or of its unusual or uncooffion 
(Z% 

character .A The court has gone even further and held that 

although a policy provides that it shall not apply to 

injuriee received while using certain machines, that this 

will not keep an employee from receiving compensation if 

injured while using the particular machine if the injury 

occurred in the course of the employer's usual business, 

The carrier, of course, i»ould not be liable if the injury ' 

bad not been suffered while in the course of the employer'e 

"business. If an insurer has issued, a policy covering 
^Coamercial Standard Insurance Company v, Pe Hart. 

S « W» ( PA) 898 : • 

Standard Accident Insurance Company v. Arnold• I 8. \lL 
{2d) 434 il92?'),"~ ' — — * 

® £ M t l f c t t t i q t t Ind&ianity Company v„ S h y t l e s . 47 fed.* 
CM) M l I Will. * 

^Saployers1 limaigiiitj Corp. v. Fclter, 264, S* ?/• 137 
{19 24}• 
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workmen operating a cotton gin toe cannot be held responsible 

for an injury suffered by an employee working in a box 
38 

factory belonging to the same employer# 

Tfliere the policy is limited in its application to a 

particular employment, particular plant, or to a particular 

factory the situation is different. In this case the lia-

bility of the carrier doea not extend beyond the group 

specifically soared by the policy, and no employee not 
1 SMfc 

included within the group may claim benefits* 

The carrier 1b not ordinarily responsible for an injury 

suffered by an employe© other than the subscriber's. The 

carrier also is not liable for any injury that occurred 

prior to the effective date of the policy. If there happen# 

to be concurrent insurers they may, in a proper ease* pro-

rate the loes or liability. There is no occasion, ho*ererf 

for proration where the employer has taken ait separate 

policies ecrreriag M s several places of business* In a 

situation such as this each insurance carrier must stand any 

losses that occur under his policy, and cannot call upon 
""'' ' 35 

his fellows for a eontributloa. 

33 ' ' 
United States Fidelty and Guarantee Company r* 

Btfiarirroraf nit g«'w/wo nfisi 
outhern Underwriters v« Beadmore# 95 S. W. {2d) 

207 w m t * ~ 

SS 
^ S+ Fidelity and^ Guarafltee^Cospany Century 
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Medical Treatment 

Another phase of liability that faces the carrier la 

the furnishing and payment of medical, hospital and similar 

services rendered to the in, jar eel empl oye©» The Texas Compen-

sation La«» states? 

During the first foar weeks of the injury, 
datins from th© date of its infliction, th* 
association shall fOrnish reasonable medical 
aid, hospital services and medicines*56 

In order for th# carrier to assume liability for hospital 

and other attendance it Is ordinarily essential for th* 

employe& to plead and prove that the services wer® furnished 

during the first four weeks* ' The statute, however, re-

quires the carrier to furnish additional hospital services 

"during the fourth or any subsequent week of total inca-

pacity requiring the confinement to a hospital«w38 Allowance 

for medical aid and hospital service after the expiration of 

the four weeks oan only be obtained upon application of the 

attending physician to the Industrial Accident Board and the 

carrier* If the carrier fails to faraiah hospital and 

medical services in accordance with the act, the employee 

SB 
¥ernoat8 Hevised Civil*Annotated Statutes of the State 

of fexas,' 111. '~ w ~ 

Indemnity Insurance Coispany of North America v« 
Oarseea !§•<&''(2d) &17 { """""" w , w w w r;"'" 

58 
Vernon^* op» clt> 
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may seek this service individually and the carrier will be 

liable* 

The carrier is also automatically liable if 
the injured employee calls In any available 
physician or surgeon to administer first aid 
treatment reasonably necessary in the particular 
case. This has been liberally construed, as it 
has been held that an allowance m s properly 
made for an emergency operation which required 
the skill of a specialist.40 

Lump Sum Payments 

It is evidently the purpose of the Legislature to require 

that in all ordinary cases compensation should be paid 

weekly so as to take the place of the wages -which the injured 

•workman was receiving* However, "-where death or total perma-

nent incapacity results from an injury," the liability of the 

carrier may be redeemed by the payment of a lump sum by 

agreement of the parties and approval of the Industrial 

Accident Board• In fixing a lump sum award the amount is 

based upon the present value of the total amount tha t would 

be received over the installment period under the provisions 

41 

of the law for total permnnent disability or death* If 

the board approves or orders the carrier to make a lump sum 

settlement with the beneficiaries or the injured employee 

they are entitled to a 4 per cent discount» compounded 

annually, for payment before the claim was actually due. 

40 
Aetna Life Insurance Company v. Harris. 83 S» W# 

(2d) loirrxsHTT 

^•hfexas Jurisprudence» Vol. ZLV, op, cit,, p. 588* 



Inasmuch as the right to a lump sua settlement must be 

determined in each ease by the facts, it is apparent that 

the claimant must be stole- to show that the case Is a special 

one. The burden rests on the claimant or claimants to prove 

that hardship* and injustice will result if the carrier tails 

to redeem, its liability by the payment of a lump sum. It 

is not sufficient to show that any other fora of payment 

would work a hardship? thus, they are required to establish 
sm 

by the evidence that an "injustice* would result* In the 

absence of any evidence that the case Justified the payment 

of a lump sua -wr4, the carrier*s liability should not be 

rede«a«& in this manner# 

Compromise Agreements 

The statute provides that: 

Where the liability of the association or 
the extent of the injury of the employee is 
uncertain, indefinite or incapable of being 
satisfactorily established, board say 
approve any canrproinise, adjustment, settle-
ment or eossmitation thereof made between the 
parties#** 

The liability of the carrier cannot be redeemed, in this 

manner, unless both agree to enter into it, and unless it 

'Goyaa Accident and Guaranty Corporation v, KgCall« 
45 8m W#' " 

Traders and General Insurance Company T, Wilson* 96 
(sa) 420 rmm — - — ^ 

Fernon»s levlsed Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 
of Texas. op* Pit* » Vol* aXEE*. P» &«» 
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Is supported by a consideration,4® This agreement also msxgi 

receive the approval of the Industrial Accident Board* A 

settlement between the insurer and the insured without the 

approval of the Industrial Accident Board is void and can-
46 

not he enforced in the courts* Until the. agreement has 

the approval of the board and until payment has hem mad© 

4? 

the agreement hag no force* This type of an agreement and 

settlement has the same effect as a judgment and is binding 

on all parties unless in soae way it sight be legally set 

aside* Whenever a party to such m agreement claims to have 

been Induced to execute it through fraud the court is the 

only forum to which he m y go. ©nee the Industrial Accident 

Board has approved a compromise agreement it cannot be set 
* % 48 

aside upon any grounds. It is easy to mm fro© this that 

the court is the last resort in the process of setting aside 

a compromise agreement as the Industrial Accident Board has 

no jurisdiction to set aside such an agreement after approval* 

4M 
Faryff v« United States. Fidelity and Guaranty Co. * 

251 s* wrrar a § h i t — • — — • 

m 
2 5 7 Panhandle Refining coppany., 97 8. w. (Ed) 

47 

94 a. c ^ i r ^ t ^ s S ? ? 1 J a g S £ f f i a T- a i i a . 

48 
C 2d) X 0gfrfHHr

 T* — P a W i t y Csapaay. 82 S* W* 
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The Carrier ana the Court 

The jurisdiction of the courts in compensation cases 

is of an appellate character and has been frequently cost-

pared to an appeal from a district or county court to a 

court of civil appeals. Sine© the trial must be da novo, 

it might seem that this type of proceeding could be aor« 

properly compared to an appeal from a Justice of peace 

court to a county court• As in appeals of that kind* the 

court hearing a compensation case must hear and determine 

the issues as though no former trial had occurred nor former 

decision rendered. This simply means that in trying a 

compensation case a court is, in a sense, a court of limited 

49 

jurisdiction. This is true since the rights and remedies 

it deals with m m derived solely from the statute. 

There are several jurisdictional requisites that must 

have been met in order for any proceedings to occur at all, 

either by the board or later by the court. This is seen 

clearly when viewed in the words of the act which follows 
Unless the association or subscriber have 

notice of the Injury, no proceeding far compen-
sation for injury under this lav? shall be xaaiit-
tained unless a notice of the injury shall have 1 

been given to the association or subscriber with-
in thirty days after the happening thereof, and 
unless a claim for compensation with respect to 
ouch injury shall have been made within six 

49 
Texas Indemnity Insurance Company v. Pemberton, 9 

8. W* (Ifp®5~~ 
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months after the occurrence of same; or, 
in case of death of the employee or la 
the event of M s physical or mental 
incapacity, within six months after death 
or the removal of suoh physical or mental 
incapacity.50 

This particular provision of the atatate is mandatory, and 

it must be complied with in order for either the hoard or 

the court to have any jurisdiction* 

The requisites of the insurer*s pleadings will toe 

governed in every situation by the particular eircmatances 

of th© ease,. If th® insurer is the dissatisfied party it 

must, of course, initiate the proceedings. This is done 

by the filing of a petition which shows that the award was 

unauthorized or that the claimant is not entitled to eompen-

Si 

sation. If the suit is brought by the claimant , however, 

the insurer may either simply file an answer to it or may 

file a cross-action. The insurer should plead that the 

injury occurred!** the county where the court is situated, 

that a claim was filed with the board, that the board made 

an award or order, and that the amount in question is within 

the court's jurisdiction, Ift however, these matters have 

already been pleaded by the claimant there is no need for 

repeating them. The insurer, of course is under no obligation 

Vernon1 s Revised. Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
State of Texas,' op"*' Ht>," f blT ffll, p. zWl ' ~~ 

51 
Sgorgia Casualty Company ¥# Cangxbell» £66 Sm. W* 854 

( 19 w 4; ) #• 
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t© plead that the claimant gave notice of his injury and 

filed .his claim within the time allowed by law* The insurer 

Is also not required to present negative facts that the 

claimant must prove as a part of hie caee« This is illus-

trated by a portion of the court decision which followsI 

M insurer suing to set aside an award 
is not required to piead that the claimant was 
not an employee within the meaning of the act* 
since the harden of proving himself entitled to 
compensation rests upon the claimant, and if he 
fails to discharge such harden, h® cannot 
recover.52 

The answer of the insurer m y set up a special defense 

such as that the award had been paid or had been settled 

by a compromise agreement * The answer may, however, consist 

only of a general denial in nhich any matter that tends t© 

defeat the claimant's course of action may be presented, 

Under a general denial the insurer may show that no incapa-

city resulted from the injury, that the disability daisied 

originated in other causes, or that the claimant was intoxi-
55 

cated at the tine of the accident* 

It might be added at this time that although the insurer 

may have instigated the suit, the burden of proof in all 

litigation of this nature rests with the party who claims 

compensation. This fact is important as many times the 

S £ 
galloway v, Lumberman* s Indemnity Exchange, £38 S» w» 

646 (1922). 

53 
traders* and general Insurance Company v. Williams* 

es s, c (II j faimisiTt * 
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court hag left the Impression upon a jury that the burden 

of proof rested with the insurer, which is of course, false# 

When a situation such as this arises the carrier will auto-

matically appeal upon, the grounds that the issues were sub-

mitted erroneously. This Is illustrated from a decision is 

which this situation occurred. The court stated, "subiaiesion 

of issues held to he erroneous by reason of failure to show 

54 

upon whom the burden of proof rested** 

The statute provides that once an award is made in 

favor of the claimant it is the duty of the carrier to take 

steps to set it aside or else to comply with the award* If 

the insurer does not contest thf award and yet does not pay 
As 

it, the claimant may instigate a suit to foroe payment» If 

a judgment is rendered against the insurer he is also liable 

for a 12 per cent damage fee upon the amount of the judgment 
55 

plus the claimant's attorney fee* The Insurance Com-

mission upon the request of the Industrial Accident Board 

may also revoke the insurer's license when situations such 

as this arise. 

There is a marked distinction between a suit to set 

aside an award and one to enforce it* A suit to set aside 

an award, as has been stated, is in the nature of an appeal. 
154 
Texas 'Employers1 Insurance Association v, Lemons. 

83 s . ' •CTST)' 656 l lss'So): 
55 
Texas Jurisprudence. Vol. XLV, op» clt.» p. 870* 
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An action to ©afore# an award, on the other hand, Is an 

independent proceeding corresponding to a suit upon a 
56 

Judgment# In a suit of this type the insurer is entitled 

to sot up any facts that might constitute a defense. The 

insurer night state that the award which the claimant was 

attempting to enforce was an absolute nullity or that it 

had been modified or set aside* The judgment in a suit to 

enforce an award corresponds generally with judgments rendered 

in other civil actions. The court is authorized, in the 

event the insuror loses, to order irsmedlate payment of the 

award, assess a penalty of 12 per cent as damages and allow 

a reasonable attorney's fee for prosecution of the suit* 

It is with the completion of the discussion of the 

Industrial Accident Board, in the preceding chapter of this 

study, and the completion of the discussion of the carrier 

in this chapter that we find ourselves ready to undertake 

an analysis of the position of the employer and employee* 

The study of the employer and employee will be undertaken 

together as in the claims process as they, in many respects, 

face the same problems as a unit. It nay seem strange to 

the reader that the employer and employee * s status -ma not 

undertaken earlier. In many studies of workmen's compen-

sation this pattern is definitely followed but in a 

56 
Texas Employers* Insurance Association v» leal.# 

a s, c w w r i m s r . — 
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diecttoeion, oenfteriug around tke ©Mias ataiaistrati^B 

orf-auisstioii of workeieâ s co&peaeation; it 1© neeeeeary 

for the reader to eea the units representing the employ 

and e&ployee before a discucsiou of tkea woold be posts!!)!* 



CHAPTER V 

TEE BfPLOTIR AND EMPLOYEE IN TH1 CIAIMS 

PEOC1SS 

Workmen's compensation was the first type of social 

insurance to "be developed extensively in the United States 

through a legislative program. Compensation legislation is 

designed to assure prompt payment of "benefits to Injured 

employees or to the dependents of those killed in industry* 

regardless of •who was at fault in the accident. Before 

these laws were passed, if an Injured worker sued his employer 

for damages he had to prove that the employer ?ias negligent. 

TJnder the compensation law the question cf fault or blame 

for the accident is not raised, since the cost of work 

injuries is considered part of the expense of production. 

Workmen * s compensat ion is of vital importance to 

labor 8B represented by the employee; to industry as repre-

sented by the employer; and to society generally as repre-

seated by the public. All three have a stake in workmen*® 

compensation insurance. All workmen*® compensation law® 

have one primary, humanitarian purpose: to provide certain 

and adequate benefits to injured workmen or to the dependents 

of workmen viho are killed in the course of their employment. 

The worker * s stake Is identical with the law*s objective 

with only one important addition. It is, the law is concerned 

92 
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with the amount of the benefits the worker receives, -while 

the worker himself is also vitally interested ia the prompt-

ness that he say expect to receive them. This, of courset 

includes all the weekly indemnity in dollars and services 

such as medical, hospital, and rehabilitation and accident 

prevention vfcich tend to make his job safer# 

Workmen * s compensation is also the responsibility of 

industry. The law, although elective, is carried by many 

employers in one form or the other. This, of course, causes 

the employer to have a vital Interest in the plan since he 

is entitled to receive his full "money's worth," for the 

insurance premium he pays. This means: 

(1} H® has a right to be confident that his 
workers will receive their benefit checks from the 
insurance carrier just as promptly and regularly 
as they have received their paychecks from him as 
delays often cost money and good will. 

12} He should knots? that the very best medical 
service will be provided for them. Indifferent 
medical service often means longer disability and 
higher cost, 

(3) He should be protected against dis-
honest claims; these will unfairly raise hie 
premium rates. 

{4) At all times he should have the advantage 
of the expert, up-to-date safety knowledge of trained 
safety engineers. Fewer accidents mean not only 
reduced premium rates but also increased production 
and higher moral# 

(5) E© should feel secure in the knowledge 
that his policy will guard him against damage suits 
arising when injuries to workers are not covered by 
the workmen*g compensation -act. A premium should 
pay for complete protection. •*-

H. R. Elbert, "Workmen's Compensation and Who It 
Serves," The Insurance Graphic. Vol. 87, No. 23, June 
23, 1954, p T I X 
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Viewing both the attitudes of the employee and the 

employer In their respective positions, It is easily seen 

that fundamentally, although they see it from different 

points of view, both worker and employer have exactly the 

same stake in workmen's compensation insurance. It is this 

similarity of positions that prompted this writer to consider 

the two as a unit in this study. 

Election to Become Subscribers 

Employers of labor my at their election become sub-

scribers, or what might be termed consenting members to thus 

general scheme of liability and compensation provided by 

2 

the act» The terra "subscribers" includes not only eta-

pi oyer s cohered by the insurance association created by the 

act, but also anyone who obtains insurance in any cctapauy 

"lawfully transacting a liability or accident business 

with the s t a t e * f h e procedures and requirements of ma. 

employer who elects to become a subscriber are set out la 

detail in the statute Itself when it states. 
Whenever an employer of labor in this State 

becomes a subscriber to this law, he shall im-
mediately notify the Board of euch fact, stating 
in euch notice his name, place of business, 
character of the business, approximate number of 
employees, estimated amount of his payroll and the 
naa.© of the insurance company carrying his in-
surance , the date of ifsuing the policy and the 
date ?<rhen the same will expire, and when ever any 

^Middleton v. Texas Power and tî fat Company• 185 S 
558 {19l&). 

^Marshall Mill end Elevator Company. v • Scharnber# 
190 S. WZ ' 

w. 
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policy is renewed that fact shall be jnade 
known to the Board a M the notice thereof 
shall contain the above facts. The associ-
ation shall also report the saiae to the 
Board, giving the name of the employer, 
place of business, character of the business, 
approximate number of employeest estiaatef 
amount of payroll, date of issuance and date 
of expiration of said policy. Any employer 
or association willfully failing or refusing 
to make such report shall be liable tor and 
shall pay to the State of Texas a penalty 
of not more than one thousand dollars for 
each offense, the same to b® recovered by 
suit in Travis County by the Attorney General 
or by the district or county attorney under . 
his direction in the district court thereof,4 

B&ployees cannot be covered by the act unless the 

employer has complied with every requirement of the statute 

The act cannot be construed in order to permit an employer 

to cover part of his employees in the saiae employment and 

reject the others on the assumption that their duties were 

S 

slightly different. The situation is somewhat different, 

however, if the employer is engaged in two separate business-

es* la this instance he nay become a subscriber to mi® 
m 

group and not become a subscriber to the other# in any 

event, when an employer becomes a subscriber he must notify 

his employees of this fact. The law states: 

4 
Vernon's Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 

of Texas, Title 130, Workmen^ Compensation Law, Revision 
of 1025 with amendments through 1955, Vol. xXEf, p. 6fi« 

v. Cross, 194 S. W. 437 (1917). 

^ clovers * Indemnity Corporation v* ?elter» £64 S„ W. 

¥ 
Enrich General Aocident and Fidelity Insurance Co. v. 

Walker. 55 8, V." jU) ll5 HmTT7 — 
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Every subscriber shall, as soon as he 
secures a policy, give notlee in writing or in 
print or in such manner or way as may be iireetei 
or approved by the Board to all persons under 
contract of fair© with him that he has profited 
for payment of compensation tor injuries with 
the association.® 

When the employee receives notice fro® th® employer 

that he has taken out compensation insurance h@ stay either 

accept or reject coverage as provided by the policy issuei 

in compliance with the act* In any event unless th© employee 

gives notice to th® easployer that he ioes not wish to b© em-

ployed under the terms of the act he is bound by it and his 
9 

rights are controlled by it. If an employee enters the 

service of a subscriber or remains in it, after notice has 

been given by th® employer that he has adopted the plan of 

compensation, th© employee automatically waives any cause of 

action against th© employer for injuries resulting in the 
10 

course of his employment# If, however, the employer has 

not given notice that he is a subscriber, the employee may 

exercise his common-law right of action to recover damages 

for injuries resulting in the course of his employment.11 

g 
Vernon*s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the State 

of Texas, op, clt It 7ol» XHI, v. 396, """* 

9 
AMerson-Berney lea It y Company v. Soria« 67 S« W. {gal 

223 Cliwn ' " 

10 
Scott v. Thompson and Ford Lumber Company, 291 S. W. 

mb o w n " ' — — 

X1Poe v, Continental Oil and Cotton Company. 231 S» W» 
71? HIST). 
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Kxclasiveness of Remedy 

All of oar workmen* s compensation laws are ereatures 

of statutory action. The workmen*s compensation laws are 

all based upon a departure tram the common law. The theory 

upon which the workmen's compensation acts were adopted was 

to give a sore humanitarian and economical system of compen-

sation to the injured workman or his dependents In ease of 

death* Mew rights, new remedies and new procedural methods 

were given and adopted by the legislative bodies of oar 

country to make this new system of compensation for injured 

workmen function properly. The employee and his benefici-

aries gained these benefits by making a sacrifice of the old 

common law and acme statutory privileges. In this exchange 

of benefits the exclusive remedy theory arose.1*5 This 

theory is clearly stated in the case of West Texas Utilities 

Company v. leaner •. 

The whole scheme of oar statute Is one of 
reciprocal concessions by employer and employee. 
In return for the required payment of coopeneatioa 
for the accidental injury the employer is pro-
tected from suit at law for the negligent injury. 
Thus we have the reciprocal yielding and giving 
up of rights existing at common law for the new 
and enlarged rights and remedies given by the 
compensation act.IS 

The Texas Compensation Law which, of course, laid the 

foundation for the above decision states: 

If* 
"^Albert L. Plmmaer, "The Exclusive Hemedy Theory 

of the Workmen*s Compensation Laws,n The Independent 
Adjuster. September, 1950, p. 9, Vol. I5J*So. 3. 

13West Texas Utilities Company v* leaner, 53 S. W. {2di 
451 (ltfsrr ^ — * • 
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The employees of a subscriber and the 
pareats of minor employmw shall have no right 
of action against their employer or against any 
a.?ent, servant or employee"of said employer for 
damages for personal injuries, and the representa-
tives and beneficiaries of deceased employees 
shall hare no right of action against such sub-
scribing employer or his apent, servant or em-
ployee for damages for injuries resulting in death, 
but such employees and their representatives and 
•eneficlaries shall look for compensation solely 
to the association, as the ease is hereinafter 
provided for.1* 

Under this provision of the statute, if an employer 

becomes a subscriber he is exasapt from all common-law or 

other statutory liability for personal injuries suffered 

by employees in his service. This is true is all cases 

except in one instance where the employer isay be held liable 

in exemplary damages. If the employee is killed through tha 

gross neglirenee of the employer, M s beneficiaries say lnsti-
% m 

gate suit for exemplary damages against the employer. 

The court has held that although an employee does not 

wish to be covered by the act, but still retain his job; 

he automatically loses his common-law right to sue the em-

ployer for damages in the event of an injury. This is illus-

trated by a portion of the decision which follows! 

In becoming a subscriber under the law, 
the employer claims its benefits, and thereby 
voluntarily yields rights which, he might other-
wise have in substitution for those there 

^Vernon1 a Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
State of fexae. g|>. eit.7^5T. a n , p. ToTI 

15 
Castleberry v. Frost-Johnson Lumber Company, 283 

s. w. iwrwrnr 
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prescribed, and by entering or remaining la 
the service of an employer who bag "become a 
subscriber the employee voluntarily effects 
a comparable change of position,16 

It is easily seen fcliat both the employer and the em-

ployee voluntarily agree that certain rights and remedies 

existing under the common law shall not be in operation be-

tween them. The provisions of the compensation law governs 

their dealings, which in short simply means that the pro-

visions of the law are a part of the contract of employment* 

G 1a ims Against Third Perse 

In the absence of any conflicting provision of the 

act, the collection of compensation toes not deprive th« 

injured employee or his beneficiaries of the right to file 

suit for damages against a third person whose tort or wrong-

1? 

ful action caused the injury. The statute is quoted as 

follows on this point: 
Where the injury for which compensation is 

payable undsr this law was caused under circum-
stances creating a legal liability in soia® person 
other than the subscriber to pay damages in 
respect thereof, the employe©*"say at his option 
proceed either at law against that person to re-
cover dastages or against the association for 
compensation under this law, but not against both, 
and if he elects to proceed at law against the 
person other than the subscriber, then he shall 
not be entitled to compensation under this law«3.® 

16 

ae6 s.
 A B S O c l a t 1 ^ T* SaaSia. 

•*-7Clty of Austin v. Johns on 204 S. W* 1181 (1918) • 

^®?ernon*s Hevised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
Stats of'°¥eiai", "op. clt,, Vol. XXII, p. 377. 
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®tis portion of the statute cloeg nest, strictly speak-

ing,- sake applicable the comaon-law doctrine of election. 

T!i@ language of the act, whm mmidered as a whole*. entries 

with it a continuing right la the eoarpensated. eaployee as 

against persons other than the employer,*0 In any event* 

the amount of compensation received by the employee must he 

credited upon the amount recovered from the negligent party, 

and only the excess of the damages Direr the compensation 

collected is recoverable#^® 

It sight be pointed out at this time that the insurance 

company is automatically subrogated to the rights of the 

injured employee in the event ttsat the employee Is injured 

21 

by a negligent third party. The subrogation provision of 

the statute is constitutional, although it has been contested 

on numerous occassional It effects a subrogation of the 

insurance carrier to the rights of the employee or benefici-

aries against all persons responsible for injuries creating 
23 

a legal liability* Hie right of subrogation depends on 

19Hanson v. Ponder* 300 S. W# 35 (1927). 

... _ 8 W Insurance Association v. Brandon 
89 S. W. (2d) 982 (1936 }T 

1052 ^I936|?0n — — Verry. 91 S. W. (24) 

gg 
5MSS3J4ated^ Underwriters v. Kirby Lumber 

267 s. c ?6i 

19 S. Association, v. Wylle. 
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t h e existence of a ©ana© of ac t ion resting in the eigiloye© 

at the time he was injured aad if the re was no &&me present 

there is a© right of subrogat ion. 2^ 

Where the compensation insuror is not a par ty to t he 

proceeding, the r igh t of the employee or benef ic ia ry to any 

recovery is l imi ted t o any excess damages not paid by the 

compensation insurance. I f no dasage was sustained in excess 

of the compensation paid there can be no recovery by the em* 

ployee or bene f i c i a ry . If, however} the insurance carrier 

i s a pa r ty to the s u i t and a s s e r t s i t s r i g h t of subrogation 

t o be reimbursed, t he judgment nay be f o r the e n t i r e amount 

of damages sustained by the employee. 

In conclusion of this discussion of claims aga ins t 

t h i r d persons it might be in order b r i e f l y t o mention a tm 

of the p«rs®g who might be considered as negl igent th i rd 

p a r t i e s within the meaning of the a c t . The court has held 

t h a t an independent cont rac tor may be l i a b l e for damages 

t o ano the r ' s employee who was in jured through the negligence 
US 

of the cont rac tor or his agent or servant# The compen-

sa t ion law gives an in jured employee an independent right of 

ac t ion against a subcontractor , where h i s employer has sub le t 

the whole or any par t of t he worfe t o be performed. 2 7 

i g n i t e d S ta te Casualty Ccapany v . Rice. 18 S. W. 12&\ 
760 (19EWJZ 

2 5 Mltohel l • , Dillingham, 22 S. W. (2d) 971 {1930). 

2%ar Boar v , Graham -Manufacturing Company. 47 S« w* 
(Sd) 700*TB^TT " ~ 

' g?Aetna Mfe Insurance Company v. Otis Sevator Co.. 
204 s. w. $m tbtbt: — * — 
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Th® Texas courts have also recognized the ri^ht of an em-

ploye® to recover against a physician, who treated Mm 

for injuries, and in doing so, caused additional injuries 
28 

due to negligent treatment and malpractice. 

Actions Against SpQ»Subscrlberg 

The Texas Compensation La* read® as follows; 

Baployees whose employers are not at the 
time of the injury subscribers? to said association, 
and the representatives and beneficiaries of de-
ceased employees who at the tine of the injury 
were working for non-subser ibing employers cannot 
participate in the benefits of said insurance 
association, but they shall be entitled to bring 
suit and may reeover judgment against such em-
ployer*, or any of then, for all damages, sus-
tained by reason of any personal injury received 
ia the ©ours# of employment or by reason of death 
resulting from such injury, and the provisions of 
section one of this law shall be applied in all 
such actions.8® 

This provision of the compensation law applies to employers 

who have failed to give notice of their decision to become 

subscribers, as well as to those who have not taken out 

compensation, insurance. 

Sect ion one, referred to in the above quoted pro-

vision, declares that: 

In an action to recover damages for personal 
injuries sustained by an employee in the course of 
his employment, or for death resulting from personal 

^Hoffman v» Houston Clinlo. 41 8» W. |gi) 134 (1931)» 

Temon ts Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
State of gexaa. op, eli.TVoT* %%H, p. W . — 
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Injury so sustained, it shall not toe a 
defense: 

1* That the employee was puilty of 
contributory negligence. 

£. That the injury was caused by the 
negligence of a fellow employee* 

3. That the employee has assumed the 
risk of the injury incident to hie employ-
ment; but such employer may defend in such 
action on th© ground that the injury was 
caused by the willful intention of the em-
ployee to bring about the injury, or was so 
caused -while the employee was in a state of 
intoxication. 

4« In all such actions against an em-
ployer who ie not a subscriber, as defined 
hereafter in this law, it shall be necessary 
to a recovery for the plaintiff to prove 
negligence of such, employer or mom® agent or 
servant of such employer acting 'within the 
general scope of his employment*3® 

It is seen frorc this that if an employer does not Tamom a 

subscriber under the act, he is liable to suits for damages 

recoverable at common law and is denied the rights of 

*31 
making what constitutes the common law defeases. Ho other 

penalty is imposed by law upon m employer for failing to 
3IS 

carry compensation insurance. " The employee, on the other 

hand, cannot recover against his employer except upon proof 

of the employer*s negligence, or of negligence on th© part 

of soise agent acting within the scope of his employment• It 

must be noted, however, that these provision© do not abolish 

common-law defenses in suits against eioployers whose 

30 
Ibid., p. 66. 

31 
Marshall Mill and Elevator Company v. Sohavnberg, 190 

S» W» 2E9'11916/# ' 

32 
Scottino v. Xgdbetter, 56 S. W, <2d) 282 (1933), 
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employees are expressly excluded from the terns of the act* 

In short, the provisions of the act have no application what-

soever, except upon the employer who is eligible to its 

hardens and benefits* 

The law leaves employers free to adopt the compensations 

plan or to remain, unpoverned by it* If they choose to remain 

unf-veraod by it, then they are deprived of the right In a 

suit by art employee for injuries to make use of coeamon-law 

defenses* It is only necessary for an injured employee to 

show: (1) that his employer is subject to the act but 

failed to participate; (2) that the employer was negligent; 

and, {3} that this negligence was the cause of the injury 
34 

in order to recover damages* 

Claims Defenses 

W« have already seen that in an action by an employee 

to recover damages for injuries sustained in the course of 

employment, m employer who is not a subscriber but is 

subject to the act may not defend on the grounds that th« 

employee was guilty of contributory negligence. The same 

employer raay not a m as his defense the fact that the injury 

w m caused by the negligence of a fellow <&m$t©y®e# or that 

the employee had assumed the risk of injury incident to 

3SS 
Gordon v. Bustert 257 S. W, 2£9 (1923) 

^Railway Impress Agency v« Bannister. 40 S# w* (2d) 
378 (1932, 
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35 

employment.' The employer say, however, defend on the 

ground that the injury was caused by the willful intention -

of the employee to bring about the injury, or that it vm» 

reeeived while in a state of intoxication. 

The TexaB Compensation law states: 
The tern injury sustained in the course 

of employment, * • * shall not include. . • 
an injury reoeived while in a state of 
intoxication.3* 

Under this provision of the law proof that the employee was 

intoxicated at the time of the injury is a eosiplet© defense 

S7 

to a claim for compensation. Whether the employee was* 

at the time of the injury, in a state of intoxication is a 

question of fact, and if it is proved the court must render 

a judgment in accordance with this finding, regardless of 

whether the intoxication contributed to the injury. Under 

this interpretation it is possible in an accident where 

several employees are injured for some to recover damages 

while others ar® denied recovery because of the intoxication 

provision. 

In another light previously referred to, it is seta 

that where an injury was caused by a negligent third party, 

the employee*s right to ecapensatioa is lost by his settle-

ment with and release of the wrongdoer* This, of course, is 

jtfcOuire and Cavender v. Edwards. 48 S. W. (2d) 
372 (193277^ ^ ' 1 ' 

®S"®rnoa*s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
State of Texas, op. elt+. Yoi. :XXtf, p. 40$: ~~ 

" Pill *?* Te?as Indemnity Insurance Gomoanj, 63 8, W# 
(2d} 1016 (1933). " ~ ^ -
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not tra# if the release *«sas not executed before the Insurer 

paid or assumed to pay compensation. It Is also stated ia 

the statute that as ©jaployee cannot waive his rights to 

compensation under- this act. This lias reference ©Ely to as 

agreement made before an injury occurred or In short, a 

38 

waiver of rights not yet occurred* 

The cause of action In favor of an injured employee is 

separate and distinct from the cause of action in favor of 

the legal beneficiaries. The employee, under no circumstances, 

can waive the rights belonging, in the event of his death, 
3® 

to his legal beneficiaries under the statute* The amount 

of compensation, paid to the injured employee however, may 

be deducted from any compensation payable to the benefici-

aries In the case of the employees'death from the same 

injury. 

Ia a preceding chapter w® discussed compensable injuries 

and divided them into three groups whioh were general* 

specific* and occupational. These groups of Injuries are 

fairly well stable as to the amount of tionpeasatlon which 

may be received in the event an employe© is incapacitated 

by them. There are, however t other injuries which arise 

from time to time and are not so clearly defined as the 

general and specific injuries ifcish we previously mentioned. 
38 

Jenkins^v» Texas Snployers* Insurance Association, 

^%wdln v« Standard 'Accident Insurance Company., SI 
s. w. {MTBse i v m n — — 
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There is no special classification for this type of injury 

and no sat tied rule to go by in order to Is® sure ee®p#ii» 

sation •will be allowed, We can refer to these injuries as 

perils of particular types of eBiployiients or injuries caused 

by oommon dangers in certain employments. In almost all 

cases it is indefinite and undecided whether to allow compen-

sation or not. This author can only enumerate the various 

injuries in question and show vtiat the preponderance ©f 

litigation has allowed. This, of course, cannot be taken as 

aa absolute nil® but only em a guide for future consideration* 

This type of injury has not been previously discussed as the 

very nature ©f these injuries, in most cases,, is used as a 

defease against the claim Itself* 

We have seen in previous chapter® that in order for a 

claim to be compensable the injury must have occurred during 

the scope and ©ours® of employment. The statute states 

that an injury sustained in the murs© of employment does 

not include: 

An Injury caused by the act of God, unless 
the employee is at the time engaged in the per-
formance of duties that subject him to a greater 
hazard from the act of God responsible for the 
injury than ordinarily applies to the general 
public*40 

This provision of the statute is, of course, applicable 

only to injuries caused by an act of God* In order for an 

employee or his beneficiaries to receive compensation under 

40 
Ternon* a Bevised Civil Annotated Statufces of the 

State oW ftfgaiT op'» IPoX"* ' 'p-» 
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this provision it must be shown that the employee was 

subjected to a greater hazard from the- act of God than from 

a public hazard, and that it was the employee's duties that 

43. 

subjected him to this increased hazard• Sine® sunstroke 

is an accident which will in most oases meet the sbw® 

stipulations it has been considered caapeasabl® although 

contested many times. Injuries resulting frora freezing 

have also been held to be compensable; but as always in 

claims of this nature the claimant must be able to proye 

that his case falls within the stipulations of the act #^ 

In the case of injuries sustained through severe windstorms 

the compensability of the claim depends on whether the 

employee, in the performance of his duties, is subjected to 

a greater hazard fron wind than the general public. In this 

li#»ht, it has been held that workmen on oil derricks are 

subjected to a greater hazard from wind than the ordinary 
453 

public* It has been held also that a workman employed 

on a dredg® in waters where there are likely to be severe 

gales is subjected to an increased hazard-.^ 

The court has allowed certain acts performed by 

ployeee while at xiork for their personal comfort to b« 
^Traders and General Insurance Coiapany v. Wiaberly> 

88 s« wT"TSST*"sWr 

fidelity Union Sasaalty Coapany r* Arnold, 61 S» W, 
I2& J 9 0 w w e m w e - * - " 

^Security Union Casualty Ccaapany v. Brown. 297 8, 
losi m m . — — ^ — -

4*Soathern Surety Catawny v» Stubbs. 199 S« W* 343 
( 1 9 1 7 ) ' 
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eonpeasabl** Again it should be mentioned that the compen-

sability of clains of this nature must be determined by the 

facte in each particular case# In this light an employe* 

was allowed compensation who was injured while taking a 

hath. The employee was on twenty-four-hour fluty and took 

the hath on the employer's premises. 

In many states compensation is denied for injuries 

resulting from horseplay by employees, In Texas* howtrer* 

it is held that a reasonable construction of the compen-

sation law permits, in some instances, recovery for such 

injuries.* Th# court has said that in tome groups of em-

ployees horseplay of some kind should be expeeted, Compen-

sation w&b allowed for exaciple, when a stage manager play-

fully discharged a pistolt supposedly unloaded, and wounded 

a stage hand**® In another case in which the question &t 

horseplay arose the court stated: 

If the risk was reasonable incident to the 
employment and the claimant wis injured in the 
course thereof, it is immaterial that the em-
ployees indulging in sportive conduct were act-
ing beyond the scope of their employment 

In the great majority of instances an employee performs 

his duties during prescribed working hoars upon his em-

ployees premises. If he is injured after working hours not 

^Southern Surety Company v* Shook* 445 S. W. (2d) 
425 (19f~^ 

ML M 

Oassell ¥ * U» 8, Fidelity and Guarantee Company, 283 
S 4 W«, 127 ( ) » 

ATf 

^Standard Accident Insurance Conroa ny v. St a no land. 285 
S.: W. 8781T525): ~ 
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on the employer*8 premises, and not performing work for the 

employer whether upon a public highway or elsewhere, the 
48 

injury la ordinarily not compensable* Hot in all eases, 

however, are risks incidental to employment so specific as 

to time or place* The court has stated that the compen-

sability of a claim does not necessarily depend upon the 

location of the injury*' In other words, the course of 

employment is not necessarily limited to the exact moment 

when the employee reports for duty nor to the moment when 

his labors for the day are completed, nor to the place where 
SO 

the worfe is to be done. 

The Texas statute gives a right to compensation only 

to employees who are hired within this state. At the same 

time the statute allows injuries to be compensable even 

though the injuries were received by employees while work-

ing in another state* In order for an injury to be compen-

sable , however, it must have occurred within on# year from 

the date the employee left the state* If, h m m w m f the em-

ployee recovers in the other state, either fro® an insuror 

or some other party, he has no claim on may party in this 
R1 

state for that particular injury. 

^icClare v. Georgia Casualty Company, 251 S. w* 800 
(1925). ' ' 

^Lumbermen* s Reciprocal Association v. Sehnken. 246 
s* w, Sy; — 

50 
federal Surety Company v. Ha^le. 40 S» W* fMi 63 

{1931} •' 

51ye3,a.;J?lt s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 
State of fexagT em * cit«, " foi * ?fanx * i> V 'sl$l ' "***" 
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ma4 ISaployee and the Courts 

la til# consideration of the employee and employer, la 

their relationship to the courts several factors previously 

brought out should again be brought to our attention. The 

courts have only appellate Jurisdiction in the setting aside 

or enforcement of awards for compensation* The harden of 

proof to show cause for compensation always rests with the 

claimant* The courts when considering a compensation claim 

mast Interpret the statute in the light most favorable to 

the employ#©# The courts must contest a compensation case 

as an entirely new trial, rather than reviewing the previous 

decision of the Industrial Accident Board* 

Since resort to the courts completely nullifies the 

board*s award, it is clear that, regardless of whom, the 

plaintiff in the suit may be, the burden rests upon the 

claimant's pleading to show that the court has jurisdiction 

and that an award -of compensation is called for by the 

SB 

statute* This means, of course, that when the insurer 

files suit to set aside an amrd, the claimant say not 

ordinarily file an answer to the petition, but oust file a 

cross potion, stating the necessary fact® and praying for 

53 
compensation•' It is seen from this that whether the 

®%©xas Reciprocal Association v» Lemr, 77 3• W» (3d) 
677 iimShT 

S^Texae Saployers* Insurance Association v* Howard 
61 S» W. TM) 132 (19S3)7 ' 1 
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claimant Is the plaintiff or the defendant, M s pleadings 

must be essentially the same. 

from itiat has been said above it la clear that the 

petition of an injured woyiosan seeking relief in the courts 

must shew the following: 

1* That at the specified tiro© he was in the 
employment of another; 

Zm That his employer was a subscriber to the 
act; 

5. That he suffered the injury in the coarse 
of his employment in the county where the court is 
situated; 

4# That a proper notice of the injury was 
piven; 

5, That a claim for cofflpansation was filed 
within the statutory period; 

6* That the amount of compensation claimed is 
a sum within the court*a ^urisdictioa; 

7« That the board heard and determined the 
claim and Bade an a-ward; 

8* That m notice of non-abidance was tfivan 
within the time allowed by the law; 

9« That suit w s brought within tv?enty days 
after filing of th# notice*54 

If the claimant falls to plead any of the previously mentioned 

matters it is not necessarily fatal to the outcome of his 

case* If they were set out in the insurer's pleadinps the 

claimant does not have to repeat them# The position of the 

employer in a proceeding of this type rests in the hands of 

the insurer* 

la submitting the issues in a ccjapansatioa case to the 

Jury it is the duty of the court to present then In a 

84 
W* it, IfoKlnaey, editor, T m m Jurisprudence. Vol* XI»¥, 

Workmen*s Ccaapensf.it.lon, p. 797. " 
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55 

specific and affirmative moaner. This simply means that 

the impious contentions of the parties in question should 

be presented to the jury in. a clear and direct manner* 

The conduct of the trial is de novo, which does not 

allow either party to make any extended reference to the 
§6 

proceedings taken before the board. The claimant*s 

counsel, however, in his opening remarks may tell the jury 

that this case is before thee, because the insurance company 
5? 

is dissatisfied with the award# The claimant's counsel 

may also state that a larpe premium had been paid the 

insurance company* even though the company contends that the 
claimant was not an employee of the insured, if there is 

§8 

some evidence that he was an employ©©.' 

Except when the case is dismissed for Jurisdictional 

rea&oas,. the judgment in a compensation ease is based upon 

the verdict returned by the jury*5® If the verdict reveals 

that the case is not compensable, or that the claimant did 
gg 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Couroany v. Bo.'CS. 66 S. W-* 

(2d) ?sTTilWi* ' ' ~ 

90 
fflgs Xndmnjty Insurance Coromay v, scurry 41 S.w#. 

T31) * 

texag laployers* Insurance Association v. Little« 

®®Trad«ra and General Incurance Company v* Parker. 91 
s» w» I H T M i m F H ~~ ' 

ISJU 
^Associated Indemnity Corporation v, Torbett* 7E S* 

(2d) HOf YW^4T* ' ' ™ " 
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not comply with the statute, the judgment must be rendered 

in favor of the insurer* If, however, it appears that the 

claimant hae mi® out his ease It becomes the duty of th® 

court to enter a judgment for compensation within the terms 

of the statute, ffae amount of compensation mill b# de-

termined. by the character and extent of the injury and the 

average weekly earnings of the employee, A judgment awarding 

compensation is final as to the degree of injury, duration 

of disability, and to the amount of compensation to which 
60 

the claimant is entitled* A judgment dismissing the ease 

for lack of jurisdiction or lack of evidence, or facts, however 

Is not final# A judgment of this nature is not almys binding 

on the rights of the parties and cannot be used as a defense 

in a subsequent suit on the same cause of action* 

We have seen from this discussion that the ©sployer hag 

little or no responsibility in. a compensation case if he is 

a subscriber* The employee, which in all instances is the 

claimant, has several specified allegation® he must prove in 

order for the injury to be compensated* If, however, his 

pleadings are and he has followed the processes of 

the statute, he has little to fear in the outcome of a 

ccrapensation case to ribich he is a party. The process of 

filing claims seem very complex but upon close examination 

60 
Federal Surety Company v» Cook,, 24 S« W. (2d) 394 

{1930). 

^Associated Indemnity Corporation v» Torbett, ?£ S* w« 
cm) nwrmw: 
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it la easily seen that if an employee suffers an injury, 

while in the coops® of employment, he is almost certain to 

obtain the relief be is entitled to antler the statute* 



CB&PTIt TI 

SOCIAL ATTD ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF CLAIM 

ADMTNI STRATI CN 

Hit claims administrative processes provided for Is 

the Texas Workmen*s Compensation law have been viewed is 

detail in previous portions of this study. We have surveyed 

the various groups involved and the position they occupy in 

the claims administrative organization. We have not only 

seen this, hut among other things have seen what constitutes 

a compensable injury, what benefits may be derived from, the 

statute, and the position of the court in relation to the 

Industrial Aceiflent Board, the carrier and the employee;* 

Any movement which affects as many people at so many 

different social levels is sure to leave its lafluenee upon 

society* la previous chapters we have considered only the 

claims machinery itself and its operations* The signifi-

cance of the claims processes, both social and economic, 

have never been mentioned, fhe value of any study such as 

this would he worthless unless the reader is allowed, not 

only to view the machinery itself hut to see the position of 

importance workmen's compensation holds is the mode of living 

of the people it affects. 

There is nothing new or revolutionary about an employer 

having certain responsibilities toward his workers* la the 

H i 
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days of the craftsmen and his apprentice^ accidents to 

workers were comparatively few. Usually an employer bad 

so more than two or three helpers and if on© of them was 

injured, local public opinion made it the decent policy for 

an employer to give the workman a helping hand. 

The light©©nth Century, however, brought significant 

changes all over the world* The factory sygrtea developed 

and asass production and large-scale employment ease into 

feeing. This change in technology brought with it the end, 

in most cases, of the personal relationship betwsen the em-

ployer and employee. The chanre from tool® to power-driven 

machinery brought about a tremendous increase in the fre-

quency and severity of industrial accidents. Under these 

new conditions the question of who was responsible for an 

accident became the utaost of importance. The decision as 

to how much an employer should do for an injured employee 

came more and more to the attention of the courts. 

The responsibility of the employer for injury to his 

employees was theoretically recognized in Smgland and the 

United States under the common law. That law, as practiced 

by many of the states in this country, required the employer 

to provide safe tools; to enforce adequate safety ralesf to 

use reasonable care in hiring; and, to instruct the ©a-
i 

ployees as to the hazards of their duties. These 

^-Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Industrial Accidents,* 
Monthly Labor Review« p. 8, 
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restriction® seem to place a grave responsibility 

upon the employer, la actual practice, however, the injured 

worker had hardly any rights for injuries arising out of 

industrial accidents. 

Under the common law the employer had three vary 

important defeases^ 

(1) ?ellow-Servant Hulej An employer could 
not be held liable for injury caused by the negli-
gence or carelessness of fellow-employees * 

(2J Contributory Negligence: The employer 
had no responsibility if the negligence of the 
employee contributed to the cause of the accident* 

(3) Assumption of Risk: Thia doctrine assumed 
that the employee had accepted all the obvious and 
oustomary risks of his occupation and that his wages 
had taken these into account»s 

The employee, therefore, in order to recover had to establish 

negligence on the part of his employer# 

In the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, as industry 

grew, the eourte began to be Jammed with eases involving 

injured worker® and the widows of workers* Some states 

tried to modify or abolish the employer*s defense® through 

new laws in order to increase the worker's chances for re-

covery. These new efforts failed as they were based os an 

unsound assumption that a personal blame could be fixed for 

every industrial accident. 

Soon it became apparent that a great injustice was 

being done. The responsibility for Injured workers was one 

Z 
1, H. Downeyt Workmen's Compensation, p. 41* 
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which mast be bora© by all Industry and distributed to 

society as a whole. It was with this realization that the 

problem of the Injured worker fell upon the doorstep of the 

insurance industry and the principles underlying insurance 

in general * 

Of all the various kinds of economic undertakings few 

have greater importance than insuranoe. There Is the closest 

connection bet-/.een the social and economic problems of our 

day and this matter of insurance. A strong and vigorous 

man is in general able to take care of himself; but there 

are certain contingencies arainst which individually he can-

not safeguard himself. Through association with his fellow-

men, however, he can make econorcic provision for these 

circunstancen. This is true because what may be a risk for 

the individual becomes a normal occurrence when groat masses 

of people are taken into consideration. It is not necessary 

here to elaborate more fully this well known principle upon. 

v?hich insurance rests. 

The important point is that society felt that the 

problem of the injured worker could be handled more effect-

ively through insurance, For this reason insurance has 

been chosen as the instrument through which the shocks of 

the injured worker should be lessened and cushioned* This 

is no new phenomenon. Many countries -which take a broad view 

of the economic situation and are moved by an earnest desire 
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to lessen suffering have promoted these aims by the 

extension of the scope of Insurance, 

of Benefits 

There is cot any other phase of claims administration 

which 1b as important to all parties as the payusat of base* 

fits* i© have discussed previously the amount of compen-

sation an injured worker might hope to receive for various 

types and degrees of injuries. Mow we will approach this 

subject from a different angle entirely. 

The ends sought in the administration. of a compensation 

law are the prompt and full payment of claims*. Combined 

with this aim there Is a fleaire for the inexpensive* speedy 

and equitable determination of disputes. This aim oan only 

be achieved by an effective supervision of settlements and 

appropriate tribunals for adjusting controversies# In the 

ease of most claimants a costly remedy is no remedy at all* 

Many times a delay in payment will be the mme as a denial 

of justice to the disabled workman* 

In Texas the statute requires prompt notification of 

an injury and early medical attention. The workman, however, 

cannot hope to receive a compensation cheek for at least 

two weeks and probably later* This delay is due to the 

fact that no injury is compensable unless it incapacitates 

the wrtaaan for at least mm week. Compensation be:> '..as to 
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accrue on the eighth day after the inceptiofc of the injury# 

Since compensation is payable on a weekly basis it will take 

two weeks from the time the injury is suffered before a 

compensation p&pient is toe* Allotting for the claim to b® 

processed it generally takes from fifteen to thirty days 
m 

for the workmen*s compensation payments to begin* 

The Problem of Cooperation 

Another problem of a social nature which is essential 

to the payment of benefits is that of cooperation* The 

cooperation of employers is essential to an efficient claims 

procedure* This fact is true, as many times a delayed 

report of an accident will cause a slow®d~«p payment of 

benefits* The Industrial Accident Board has prepared a 

sat&ll paophlet which contains all the rules that the 

statute requires of a subscriber. These rules are sent to 

eirery subscriber so he may know his responsibilities* Among 

other thing* employers carrying workmen* 0 compensation 

Insurance are required by law* 

To keep records of all on-the-job injuries 
to employees; 

To report to the Industrial Accident Board 
all accidents causing injury and absence of 
employees from work for more than one dayj 

To report to the Board all notifications 
from employees of the manifestation of an 
occupational disease| 

To furnish to the Board reasonably obtain-
able information relating to any injury to an 
employee demanded by the Board; 

United States Chamber of Commerce, Insurance Depart- -
iaent» Analysis of Workmen*a Ooaipensation Laws and 
p • 12 » 
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To sake supplemental report on incapacitated 
employees either when they return to work or at A 
the end of sixty days, whichever occurs esrllfr,* 

This attempt by the Industrial Accident Board to clarify 

the aspects of the law by publishing its rules has probably, 

in some respects, aided the speeding up of compensation 

papteats. 

Cooperation on the part of the employer begins, not 

after the accident occurs, but vhmn the policy is taken out* 

When the carrier's representative first contacts the pro-

spective subscriber he should explain the policy fully, The 

carrier*® representative should instruct the subscriber on 

how to obtain facts and stake full and accurate reports of all 

accidents. Accurate reporting eliminates later delays and 

trouble* 

Cooperation is not only a factor of Importance to the 

employer and carrier, but these should both try to cooperate 

with the worker. Soae industrial workers have little formal 

education and son® of the® speak little ot bo English# It 

is essential that every worker who is under the protection 

of the statute understand the benefits to which he is en-

titled and the circumstances under which h# is entitled to 

them* 

^Industrial Accident Board # Rales of the Industrial 
Accident Board-, p* 4* 
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Insurance carriers should also carry their contacts 

with employers through to contacts with worker®# The 

representative who is r©sponsible for making out reports 

of injury is instructed by carriers as to the importance of 

educating department heads and supervisors, who, in turn, 

auet pass the information in the statute on to the worker. 

Workers must be told that neglect to report injuries not 

only may delay payments but also may result in delayed 

medical treatment# 

Immediately upon receiot of the first report on an 

Injury case, the board sends the injured employee a form 

letter. This letter explains his rights under the law, 

states his weekly w p as reported by his employer, and asks 

5 

him to write the board if he has any questions* Ihen 

compensation payments cease, another report must be made, 

accompanied by a receipt from the employee and a report from 
his doctor if the disability has exceeded four weeks, or if 

H * 

the accident has resulted in a permanent condition# The 

fact that the report shall state whether the incapacity 

lasted for longer than four weeks is due to a stipulation 

in the statute* This stipulation provides that if the 

incapacity lasts for four weeks or longer the claimant is * 

s 
Oeorge Vail, "Tthics in Texas Adjustments," The 

Independent Adjuster, Vol* XVII, No, 3, p. 10* 

6 
Ibid,, p. 11, 
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<5u« couspenBation from the date of the injury rather than 
7 

from the eighth day after the injury. 

Many insurance companies have joined forces in a 

combined effort to keep standards in claims administration 

on a very high plane. This cooperation between companies 

was responsible for the creation of a nation-wide organ-

ization called the Combined Claims Cksnaittee# Thie «qb»» 

sittee is composed of home-office claims ex ©cut! ires who 

cose together from all parts of the country to discuss 
s 

claim problems of cutual interest* This cooperative effort 

is mentioned m several Texas Compensation insurers are 

members of the eoomlttee* Same of the Texas insorors * 

among others, who are mm£bm& of the committee are as 

follows: 

Ci) Maryland Casualty Company 
\S) Ocean Accident and Guarantee Corporation. 
(3| Republic Casualty Company $ 

{4} Travelers Insurance Company 

Local organizations, called wClajjBi Manager's Councils** 

act as subcommittees of the Combined Claims Cojomittee* At 

the present time there are nearly twenty of these councils 

in operation. One of the largest councils, located in 7 
Vernon* s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 

State of Texas, Title ISO. Workmen*s Compensation Law. 
Revision of 1925 with /jsendmeM's y a r o u g t * V o l 5 X I I « 
p* oe* 

®Marshall Dawson* Problems of Worfasea»s Compensaticm 
pS. iaiSLIfe^ "S»"Y,"Se|a%»eM •• 

9XMjU». p. 33. 
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Ballass, serves a freat part of the southwest. The members 

of these councils are claim managers of insurance ccmpany 

branch offices. One of the main, functions of the councils, 

as provided in their constitution, Is that of premoting the 

prompt payment of benefits. Regional problems affecting 

the handling of claims are discussed by the councils, and 

steps are taken to correct difficulties. Questions which 

cannot be settled by the councils are referred to the 

10 
Combined Claims Committee, 

Of all the factors v;hich contribute to the prompt 

payment of benefits, perhaps the one rtost important and 

indispensable is good teamwork between state compensation 

officials and insurance carriers. In workmen's compensation, 

administration and accomplishment are practically the same. 

It has been proven time and a£:ain that neither can be 

achieved without the other. The close relationships be-

tween the compensation officials and insurance carriers is 

seen by the fact that at least 95 per cent of all compen-

sation claims are settled by direct agreement between the 
11 

parties involved without resorting to the courts, 

The home-office representatives of some insurance 

companies have been spending increasingly more time each 

year traveling throughout the country and visiting the 

1QIbid ., p. 35» 

11 
Albert W, Whitney, "Compensation Schedules of 

Awards," U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No, 
812, p. 193. ^ ^ 
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boards and coetmissions of every state la which their 

companies -write workmen's compensation. Executives of 

eompanies whose activities are confined to a single state 

pay regular visits to their state supervisors. Detailed 

reports of these meetings, -which are seat to the ham 

offices, indicate that much good is accomplished by these 
12 

aeetings* 

Problems which arise in the handling of claims are 

frankly discussed at the meetings' with the adminia t ra ti ve 

officials* If payments are slower than they should be or 

if contested cases are too numerous, the causes are 

thoroughly considered in an attempt to locate the source 
* 

of the trouble* The importance of these friendly contacts, 

frank exchange of ideas, and constructive criticism cannot 

be overestimated. The closer relationships viiich they 

foster between the administrating parties cannot help but 

be of benefit to injured workers throughout the country**3 

Competition 

David McOahan said many years ago that, "competition, 

sanely regulated, has been the livelihood of insurance 

development in the past and is the surest pledge of ad-
14 

vanceisent for the future. 

12 
Charles B. Petrie, *8eport on Compensation," The 

Weekly Underwriter. Vol. CIXX, Mo. 16, p. 967. *" * 

1 3IM3.. p. 969. 

•*"*Dsvid McCahan, State Insurance in the United States. 
p. 279* ' w ' * 
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A friendly rivalry between the various claims off!®m 

of an insurance company almost invariably results in a much 

better over-all efficiency record for the company and in-

creased promptness in payment of benefits. There are several 

ways in which this spirit of competition may be pat to 

constructive use. 

Some carriers keep separate records for their c la law 

offices which show the time taken to accomplish each step 

in the claims process* Other companies subait a .monthly 

report shoeing the percentage of first payments made on 

tide during the previous nont-h • These records are compiled 

by the home office and distributed to its branches so that 

each office can mm its relative standing. Bfetarally* each 

office is anxious to maintain aa high a first-payment per-

centage as possible, and as a result they are constantly 

looking for reasons for delays and doinr all they can to 

prevent them. 

Competition and cooperation are thus two major factoore 

reoognized by both carriers and administrators as contri-

buting directly to promptness in payment of benefits. These 

ar® not theoretical concepts# They have been put into 

practice and have proven to be successful* In short they 

are a workable means to a very desirable end wfcich Is the 

prompt payment of claims. 
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Contested Cases 

Contested compensation eases constitute a serious 

problem for tooth carriers and state compensation officials*. 

For the worker they mean uncertainty, and, v&atever the 

outcome of the case, much delay. 

Fortunately, only a email fraction of all compensation 

cases are contested* This is definitely ©a® of the ®ost 

beneficial effects of workmen * s compensation laws. Under 

the old common law a large number of injury claims involves 

long-drawn-out legal contests la vahich the worker had the 

burden of proving negligence on the part of his employer. 

The right to contest a claim, however, Is guaranteed 

by the statute* If the injured worker and his insurer can-

not agrse on th© settlement of a claim, the ease is heard 

by the Industrial Accident Board. If they are unable to 

bring about a settlement, the case is then carried to the 

courts* 

Insurance carriers have the first opportunity, and 

therefore the prime responsibility, for seeing that contests 

are avoided. One company reports that out of 83,500 compen-

sation claims paid by it during the first ten months of 

1944 it received only fifty-four suits. Another company 

had only twenty cases appealed out of 66,000 claims paid in 
•I |£ 

1944. In such companies, field representatives compete to 

15 
" Sam H* Griff and Ted F. Silvey, Collect Workmen*s 

Compensation, p. 9. 
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keep flown the number of contested cases, as part of their 

campaign for a better overall promptness record. Claims 

examiners in the home offices are requested to keep a ear#*" 

fill check on all contested cases "hich appear to be unneces-

sarily brought to hearings. 

Practically all writers on workmen's compensation seem 

to have the same opinion that is expressed, by Frank Lang, 

who beads the Division of Beeearch of the Association of 

Casualty and Surety Executives, concerning contested eases* 

(1) They should be few in proportion to 
the total noaber of claims. 

(2) Only a small fraction should be appealed 
to the courts. 

{3) The cased salon's original award shou.16 
be upheld by the courts in a reasonably large 
majority of oases*1® 

The Claims Bureau 

To fulfill their responsibility to the industrial 

workera and the insurance-buying public, insurance companies 

have organized a Claims Bureau. This organization was 

organized in 1929 for the purpose of combating fraudulent 

claims in all casualty fields. 

The ilaims Bureau has seven field offices located 

throughout the country. Investigations are made of fradu-

lent claims and unethical practices on the part of phy-

sicians and. lawyers„ In the Index Bureau, where more than 

a million cards are kept on file, general statistics are 

16?ranJc Lang, Workmen*s Compensation Insurance; 
Monopoly or Free Ooaipefcltloa, p. 69. 
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kept of claims throughout the country* The Bureau operates 

1 ® 
nation-wide. It has held fraudulent claims to a minimum. 

Medical A M 

Competent and adequate medical aid for injured workers 

is of the utmost importance to all parties concerned, It 

is important to the workers because on it depends the speed 

and degree of their recovery. It is important to employers 

and insurance carriers because they pay the bills. It is 

important to physicians because of the "broad scope and 

rapid expansion of industrial medicine as a phase of medical 

practice. Finally, medical aid is of important to adminis-

trators, because their duty is to see that injured -workers 

in 
receive adequate and proper medical attention. 

The Texas statute allows the employee free choice of 

his physician but this discretion is subject to control by 

the ecaapensatlon authorities in ease of abuse. The statute 

allows reasonable medical aid, hospital services, nursing, 

chiropractic services and medicines* If, after the four-

week period, medical attention is still required certifi-

cation of such need Is made by the physician to the Industri-

al Accident Board and the carrier. In no circumstances may 

this medical aid exceed ninety-one days from the date of 

17Ibld ., p. 61. 

18 
American Medical Association, Bureau of Medical 

Economics. Medical Relations Under Workmen's Compensation. 
Bulletin' No. 12?, P* 10. 
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injury. In the event, however, the injured workman i© 

hospitalized & m to a total or partial incapacity be may 

receive hospital services for one hundred and eighty days 

from the date of the injury* This lengthy period caa only 

be obtained by the physician certifying tad petitioning the 
19 

board and carrier. 

The attitude of physicians and medical organizations 

toward the compensation law, the administrators, and the 

insurance carriers, has been an Important factor in the 

operation of the compensation system. Because of the 

narrow limitation of payment for medical aid to injured 

workers provided by the early compensation aots, physicians 

complained that part of the burden of the .movement was oa 

their shoulders. In recent years the medical profession 

has gradually begun to realize the importance of workmen*a 

compensation Insurance to the field of medicine itself. 

This change has been due to the increased benefits 

allowed in the statutes as well as the eaes with which they 

are paid for their services. In the 1930*s physicians 

often had trouble collecting bills for services to their 

regular patients. This problem has never faced the physi-
2Q 

cian in the field of workmen*s compensation. 

19 
Vernon*s Revised Civil Annotated Statutes of the 

State of Texas.op. cftT. p. 43. " ' *"*"* 

20Maurice T. Harrell, "Cooperation with Medical and 
legal OrganizationsThe Weekly Underwriter. Vol. CT.TT. 
No. 20, p. 1218. ~ 
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Certainly the satisfying operation of workmen *s compen-

sation depends largely upon competent medical treatment of 

workers. The physicians must provide medical reports a M in 

oontested cases give unbiased testimony. The ability of 

compensation officers to have full cooperation of the medical 

profession in the compensation program Is an important 

factor in administration. 

The task of watching over the honesty of the injured 

worker and his physician has often over-shadowed the neces-

sity of making sure the worker is receiving the best pos-

sible medical attention. The size of the claim is often 

watched more carefully than the condition of the worker# 

Texas has relieved much of this stress. The detailed 

structure of the statute itself has eliminated malingering 

to a large extent# Many states have not g-on® to the degree 

of care in their statute that Texas has experienced. The 

Industrial Accident Board keeps records of the duration of 

injuries and constantly uses them for comparative purposes 

21 
when a claimant is suspected of malingering. 

Since the supervision of the cure of injured workers 

is often left to the insurance carrier; the attitude of 

this agent Is of the greatest importance to the worker and 

to the state* This factor has seldom received adequate 

81 
U. S. Department of Labor, Claims Administration In 

Workmen*s Compensation, Bureau of Labor Statistics, feullet in 
No. 734,p. 84. 
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consideration in administrative studies. The insurance 

companies many times value a physician*s skill cm tit® 

22 

witness stand more than Ills skill to practice medicine* 

This attitude grew from the employer's liability insurance 

practice which was the predecessor of compensation insurance. 

This attitude is not the attitude of the majority of 

companies. The carriers which have superior medical super-

vision connected with their claims offices point with pride 

to their high standard of performance and ethics. On the 

other hand, until fair medical supervision is practiced by 

all carriers, the report of unfairness on the part of any 

carrier will cause workers to look upon adjusters and 

doctors with suspicion* 

The element of suspicion has consequently become a 

factor in the medical care of workers. In the absence of 

legislation imposing upon carriers minimum standards as to 

organization for service to Injured workers, the solution 

remains in the carrier's hands. In this absence of co-

operation to maintain standards of jnedical supervision some 

companies have acted upon their own initiative. Instead 

of making their medical supervision a subordinate feature 

of the claims department, they have set up their own medical 

department as a scientific-minded agency for supervision 

of compensation claims. 

22\f, f. Dodd, Administration of Workmen's Compensation, 
p. 491. 
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Cost as a Factor In Administration 

"Cost" is a relative, act an absolute, concept; It has 

no meaning except in relation to something. Even its mean* 

ing may vary according to the point of view* But, from the 

point of view of the intelligent consumer, cost nearly 

always means price in relation to value received. Every 

objective analysis must therefore take into account not only 

these two factors but also the points of view of both pro-

ducer and consumer# 

These principles are elenentary in the fields of trade* 

In workmen's compensation, however, the failure to keep 

them in mind has beoxi the cause of much confusion and dis-

trust, In workmen's compensation, cost xaust be considered 

from the standpoints of both producer or administrator, and 

consumer -or insured, 

Administrative cost in workman * s compensation is compli-

cated by the fact that it is twofold. There is the cost to 

the stats cf administering the law through the board and also 

the cost to the insurance carriers for providing protection. 

This situation undoubtedly has few parallels in the fields of 

trade. The manufacturer nay decide what quantity he will sell 

in each paokage as well as what quality. In workmen*s compen-

sation the quantity is determined by the statute of state* 

Once determined it is then up to the carrier to provide the 

protection or quantity according to specifications. The 
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quality Is to a large extent left to bis own discretion* The 

employer who purchases compensation insurance is not only 

interested in the dollare-aiid-ceut s cost of the premium but 

also the value received in protection for the amount paid* 

This value involves not only the benefits to be provided in 

case of loss but also the way in which, these are to be provided, 

In Texas the rates for compensation insurance as v.*ell 

as rates of other insurance are made by the Texas Board of 

Insurance Commissioners at Austin, These rates are published 

and sent to every carrier writing workmen1B compensation in 

Texas. Changes in rates which occur from time to time are 

sent to the various carriers. 

Hate making is a very technical science, and the scope 

of this study does not permit a detailed explanation of the 

exact acturial processes involved. Reduced to its simplest 

terms, the procedure is more or less as follows. 

The first step in making rates is to have some unit of 

measurement by which to compute them* This measurement is 

referred to as the basis of exposure. The basis of exposure 

chosen for workmen's compensation insurance is wages or pay 

roll.23 

This unit was used not only because employers keep pay-

roll records but also because workmen's compensation benefits 

2 % . Huoen, Workmen*s Compensation in Texas, p. 221* 
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are stated by the law in terms of percentages of workmen *a. 

wages* Compensation rates in Texas are expressed as so much 

per one hundred dollars of payroll, la Texas this rat® 

fluctuates between two and three dollars most of the time for 

24 

employees in oil refineries. This simply means that the 

employer pays two dollars insurance for each on© hundred 

dollars he pays his workers In usages. The rate for oil 

refinery employees, of course, will not apply to other types 

of employments• 

The commission determines the rates for different 

employees by classifying the occupations according to the 

degree of hazard. On the basis of long experience and 

careful study of rewards of deaths, injuries, and occu-

pational diseases sustained in all types of business, a list 

of classifications has been devised in which all business 

operations are listed for ratinr purposes as to the degree 

of hazard they present. 

The rate set by the Commission, on a particular classi-

fication does not necessarily represent the final rate paid 

by the employer. Two employers in identical types of 

business may have very different accident records, depending 

on methods of operation, safety consciousness, and other 

factors. In recognition of these differences a system of 

merit rating is applied that deducts from or adds to the 

24Ibld. m p. 2£3« 
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base rat© for the employer's classification* Compensation 

insurance rates, as we have ee@a# are scientifically 

determined, rigidly controlled, and applied In such a w&j 

as to encourage employers to reduce accidents* 

It may be interesting at this point to note ©x&etly 

what becomes of the premium income which is so scientifically 

determined. The distribution of the insurance dollar col-

lected by the various companies in Texas of coarse will vary 

from company to company. There is, however, a definite 

breakdown that the majority of companies attempt to maintain. 

The basic division most companies attempt to follow is 

roughly sixty cents of each dollar for losses and forty cents 
25 

for expenses# A recent survey, however, conducted by the 

National Council on. Compensation Insurance seems to disprove 

these figures* This author will use the figures presented 

by the Council as of October 1, 1953, The Texas Board of 

Insurance Commissioners voted to join the Council in 1953, 
and for the last year lias used its figures to compute the gg 

Texas rates. ' 

The normal conception of the breakdown of the compen-

sation dollar is that fifty-nine cents is aged for l©s«®« 

paid to or on behalf of the injured workman with forty-one 

^Lang, op, c l t . » p. 166* 

2 V W* Hichardson, "Workmen's Compensation Report." 
Bests* Insurance lews, p» 65* 
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cents left for the insurance company. It Is true that In 

the manual rates, forty-one cents is allotted for expense® 

of all descriptions including taxes* This forty-one cents 

supposedly allows the company two-and-one-half centa profit 

27 

oat of each dollar* 

Hike fact is, however, that a relatively small proportion 

of the cosipensatlGQ business is written at the base manual 

rate. This is due to the operation of prem!am discounts 

allowed by merit rating* The effect of these premium dis-

counts is sufficient to depress the total premium collected 

by carriers by five-and-six-tenths per cent. This simply 

means the net premium is five-and-six-tenths per cent lower 

than the premium that would have developed had all the risks 

been written at manual rates. 

This leaves the company with ninety-four and four-tenth# 

cents out of each dollar to begin with instead of a one-

hundred-cent dollar. This new dollar is divided with fifty-

nine cents still going for losses but leaving only thirty-

five and four-tenths cents for expenses, taxes and profit 

instead of the usual calculated forty-one cents.28 

The carriers of compensation have been forced in recent 

years to accept a smaller premium dollar but a higher average 

27Ibld.. p. 66. 

28Ibid.. p. 67. 
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claim oost. The Insurance Commission reports that the cost 

of each claim has increased from 1947 to 1951 from #45*41 

to |60#36» or a yearly average of ©„& per cent. A great deal 

of this expense is due to an increase of medical ooet0 during 

29 

the same period of 12 per cent# 

This increased expense is a bitter pill for the carriers 

to awallow. They do, however, have one bright spot concern-

ing cost. Whereas the loss ratio for 1951 was 65 per cent, 

and for the first six months of 1958 was 64 per cent, a drop 
SO 

was noticed in the first six months of 1953 to 58 per cent. 

This drop again places the carriers in a sound business 

situation, since their loss ratio is less than the percentage 

allocated for the payment of losses. 

Industrial Accident Prevention 

Industrial accident prevention is a vital aspect in the 

functioning of workmen*s compensation. Important as the 

efficient handling of claims and medical aid is to the 

worker, it is even more important to stress the prevention 

of occupational accidents. It is always better to lock the 

stable before the horse is gone rather than pay for th« 

horse after it is gone. 

The benefits of industrial accident prevention are 

universally recognised. These include savings to the 

g 9 I b l r i . . P . 6 5 . 

50Ibid.. p . 60# 
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employer In terms of increased production, decreased over-

head , decreased labor turnover, and savings in dollars 

through lowered compensation insurance premiums• 

The responsibility of any carrier to aid in the pre-

vention of industrial aoci^ents Is so widely accepted that 

the principle is never questioned* This responsibility has 

"been well stated by McOaham 

Safety heads the list of services vahich an 
insurance carrier should render its policy holders, 
since the elimination of accidents not only pre-
serves the lives and bodies of employees, but by 
reducing the amount of money necessary for paying 
compensation benefits, ultimately decreases the 
cost of the insurance.Si 

There has been a continuous improvement in industrial 

safety conditions from 1913 to 1943# In fact, the worker 

to today has a better than tv»o-and-one-half-to-one chance 

over his 1915 brother of never being exposed to an industrial 

accident that may take his life. During this period also, 

there has been a continuous decrease in the industrial 

accident severity rate. from. 1931, when total severity 

figures -were first available, until 1943, the severity rat# 

has dropped from 1*72 to 1.20. 

Unquestionably, Industry itself deserves very great 

credit for its contribution to this achievement. In 

thousands of plant*, management, foremen and key workers, 

' STTT Z Z " 
iicCahan, op» cit«, p. 78. 

32Ibid., p. 79. 
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have carried on sustained and effective safety efforts 

through the year©* To them too much praise cannot b® 

given. 

Methods of Prevention 

The simplest and most direct -mj of preventing acci-

dents, caused by machinery, is by the us© of mechanical 

methods of safeguarding* A serious hazard in older plants 

is that of exposed gears, Safety engineers have installed 

simple sheet metal guards to prevent contact with such types 

of gears. These guards have greatly lessened the hazard. 

The prevention of accidents at the "point of operation," 

of dangerous machines is a difficult problem. The workman 

must be protected without interferring with the efficient 

operation of the machine. In such oases guards cannot be 

used. In these cases, too, it is frequently found that a 

machine may be redesigned so as to reduce the hazard* 

Grinding isheeig have always presented several types of 

hazards. The wheels themselves today are now covered with 

a steel i„ood to prevent the ©scape of fragments in case of 

breakage. The operator's eyes cue protected from flying 

particles by a glass screen* This enables him to be 

protected and at the same time to be able to watch his work* 

Dust resulting from grinding is not allowed to enter the 

room but is carried away through a pipe by means of suction* 
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This type of mechanical safeguard is just one example 

of what industry itself does to eliminate causes of accidents 
S3 

brought about by machinery. 

Safety work, however, has become larpely organized 

into three main spearheads of activity. These are: 

{1) Inspection, surveys, and consultation 
services for the ascsure&s; 

(2) Research and laboratory work in acci-
dent hazards, occupational disease exposures, 
and work procedures to develop safer work environ-
ment arid safer conduct of the individual in that 
environment; 

{3} Close cooperation -with the national 
Safety Council and other agencies nwrkinp for 
greater industrial safety#"-

In 1948 when the President of the United States insued 

a call for action to reduce the number of industrial injuries 

ana deaths, the response of the states and territories to 

this call v. as unprecedented. At the close of the conference 

in Washington in March, 1949f it was recommended that the 

Governor of each State call a safety conference. 

The main objective for this movement was to have the 

job accidents reduced by 50 per cent by the end of 1952« 

At the follow-up conference held in Washington in June, 

19501 it «as reported that accidents In 1949 T*ere 7 per 

53 
Michel Backer and Nisi, op* clt •, p. 301# 

'^Ferdinand Schnitzer, "Consequences of Industrial 
Accidents,'" Jlonthly Tabor Review, p. 31 • 
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cent less than those In 1948 which Indicated that a good 

start had hem made.®® 

Safety work on a t®Ym scale such as this is very 

costly* la a recent study the expenditures of insurance 

carriers doing business in Texas alone over a seventeen-

year period, 1930 to 1947, m m estimated at 068,000,000. 

This figure includes expenditures for inspection, litera-

ture, safety campaigns, and placement of on-the-job safety 

engineers. During 1943, Insurance carriers throughout the 

country spent #20,000,000 for industrial accident pre-

vention work. No other single agency has spent as much on 

36 

industrial accident prevention, as insurance companies# 

In accident prevention, insurance companies have beta 

stimulated by competition and their unanimous desire to 

reduce compensation claims* " The humanitarian aspects of 

accident prevention are self-evident. The value of these 

efforts has been Increased by the combined knowledge and 

experience of each company. Their efforts have been applied 

throughout the nation, without any hindrance due to state 

boundaries* 

s§ 
R» 1* Faricy, "Report of the Committee on Safety,* 

Workmen*s Compensation Problems, p. 198. 

36 
IT. Muntz, "Industrial Accidents," Review: Texas 

and Southwestern Edition, Vol. XXVII J, Ro. 5~ 
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CRITICISM OF TH1 TBXAS SYSTEM 

Many times In the preceding chapters of this sstufly 

the purpose of workmen^ compensation has been aentioned. 

The object of workmen*s coiap̂ asatioa, in Its simplest form, 

la t© effect a more humanitarian and economical system for 

financing the loss suffered by employees whtn injured in the 

service of industry. 

This study Mas been devoted, almost in its entirety, to 

the claims processes whieh operate at a result of the f m m 

Workmen*& Compensation Xm»« The study has' attempted to 

point out the various groups which participate in the pay-

ment of claims to injured employees, fhe Tari0120 positions 

of each group have been pointed out from the statute Itself 

as well as from court decisions illustrating th# interpre-

tation of the statute in the claim process. 

We have seen the various types of injuria® which have 

been classed as compensable and the statutory benefit few 

each# The promptness of payment and the waiting period 

stipulations have been pointed out# 

The procedure of the courts in contested claims has 

been dealt with in regard to each group, The presenting of 

evidence, the conducting of the trial and the effect of a 

H 4 
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judgment have all been reviewed as these affect the employee'& 

recovery# The position and relation of the employee and ea-

ployer hare constantly been contrasted in reviewing the work 

of the Industrial Accident Board and the carrier. 

The elaiias process in workman* s compensation has been 

handled exactly ae it actually functions. The process has 

not been criticized or commended at any point in the study* 

The various groups in exercising their functions have not 

been questioned as to their efficiency. The content of the 

statute has not been viewed in a critical nature* 

With this in mind, the concluding chapter in this study 

will be in the form of a critical analysis of the study and 

weak: features of the Texas system. 

Coverage of Persoai and Ifoployraents 

In examining the coverage of workmen's compensation, 

the first thing to be considered is how the law of the state 

applies to various employments. In Texas the act is elective-

and does not cover all employments. T&aployers with less 

than three employees are not covered. Domestic servants, 

ranch hands, farm laborers, and employees of electric or 

steeai railways are specifically excluded. The law covers 

workers outside the state if the contract of hire vms made 

in Texas one year prior to the injury. 

The fact that a state operates under an elective law 

is considered by most authorities to be undesirable. They 
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base this belief upon the fact that in many states having 

tli© elective plan it Is estimated that only about half the 

employers subject to the law elect to 00m# under Its pro-
1 

visions, The fear that compulsory laws would ba held an-

constitutional b b the main reason most states first adopted 

the elective system. The ® m m for this fear concernlag 

constitutionality, however, has long been removed. There la 

ao reason today why each state cannot haw a compulsory 

statute if it so desires* 

A mine disaster in Kentucky points out the need for 

compulsory statutes# A few years ago a nine caved in and 

fifty-two miners t«@re trapped. As a result more than a 

score of widows ?##re compelled to seek aid from the Red Oroas 

for relief* The employer had elected not to accept the work-
a 

sienna compensation act# 

The compulsory type of statute is preferable both for 

employers and workers# Regarding employers, it stops aa» 

fair competition, and for the employees, it makes certain 

that injured workers will actually be paid benefits* 

The exclusion of seme employers as well as son® groups 

of employees from coverage from the act ha$ been criticized* 

Most statest including Texas, have some exclusions. The 
*Tf. B* Department of Labor, State fforkaen*s Compensation 

terns as o£ December 1982, p. 6* 

^Douglas A* Campbell, "Basic Principles of Workmen's 
Compensation,* Workers Compensation Problems. Proceedings of 
Thirty-Fifth Asuattal Convention' W ' intejmaliiCMial Association 
of Industrial Acoident Boards and Commissioners, p. 119, 
T7. 6» Department of Labor Bulletin 96, {1949) * 
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movement to iaa3ce the statutes all inclusive hag never net 

with, too muoh success# Tfae Terns statute seems nor# liberal 

than those found la most states is the matter of exclusions* 

Injuries 

When an employment has been brought under the law, the 

next important point to be considered is what kind of injuries 

are cohered and how these oust occur if the workers are to 

receive benefits* In Texas, injuries whioh arise out of and 

in the course of employment are in general thought to be 

compensable. The injuries are divided into specific, general 

and occupational diseases for the purpose of determining 

compensation* 

The greatest gap in the coverage of injuries is the 

failure of nineteen states to provide coupensation for ocou-

11 

pational diseases* Texas is to be commended for it pro-

visions for occupational diseases. Not only has the Texas 

statute provided adequate provision in this field but its 

statute has been used as a aodel by many states in recent 

years in adding occupational diseases to their compensable 

list** 

The Texas statute prohibits any employe© from signing 

away his compensation rights* This is Important as in a 

« A« Zlmmer, How Oood is Your Workmen*s Compensation 
Law. V* St Department of Labor, Bulletin So• 701944 t pf 4, 

S. Department of Labor, OP. olt«. p* 7, 
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few states this practice is permitted* The practice of 

ployers and carriers working together to influence employees 

to gigs away their compensation rights was widespread In the 

5 

early days of compensation. Waivers are contrary to the 

basic principle of workmen*s compensation protection* In 

effect they put the handicapped worker in the position of 

forfeiting his rights to compensation benefits, a® the price 

of a job. The waiver syst« could well destroy or legally 

nullify a workmen*® compensation act, if pursued to a logical 

conclusion. 

A prolonged waiting period, or the time following an 

injury for which compensation is not paid, has the effect 

of limiting the coverage of injuries. The Texas statute 

provides for a waiting period of seven days# This simply 

means that compensation does not begin to accrue until the 

eighth day following the injury. This period of seven days 

is favored by a majority of the state®. There are, howevert 

eleven states in which the waiting period is less than this#^ 

Benefit Payments 

Workmen's compensation laws are intended to provide a 

degree of security to the worker la case of injury received 

®Bernard S« Shi en tag, "Crime of TJnlnsuranoe Under 
Workmen's Compensation," Monthly Labor Berlew, Tf. 8* Bureau 
of labor Statistics, September, 1946,p. ir 

6Zimmer, ot>» ©It.« p. 5. 
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on the jobj or a degree of security to his dependents if he 

Is killed* Although this form of compensation is a substi-

tute for wages, it was never intended by the law that it 

should equal wages and destroy the incentive to work, Th# 

purpose is strictly to ease or prevent hardship until the 

worker is able to go back to his employment. 

After the waiting period is ended, compensation pay-

ments should b® made on the basis of a percentage of the 

worker"b weekly earnings. The National Conferences on labor* 

Legislation hav© recommended that the scale for benefits 

7 

should be 66-2/3 per cent of the average weekly earnings,' 

The Texas statute allows for 60 p®r cent of the averag© 

weekly earnings. This figure is not far from what the 

National Conferences on labor legislation advocate. 

If this was the complete picture the position of Texas, 

in regard to other states, would be very favorable. Such, 

a© was shorn earlier, is not the ©as®. Texas hae placed a 

maximum of twenty-five dollars a week on its allowable bene-

fits. Many workers make one hundred a week and over during 

certain periods of the year. Twenty-five dollars is defini-

tively not 60 per cent of their weekly wages. This situ-

ation is one of the big faults of the Texas Compensation 

statute. It appears to give fairly liberal benefits but in 

7Ibid. 
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actuality these are very small la relation to those given 

la other states# 

®ven though the Texas statute has a fairly high par* 

oentap© as a baa© for computation of benefit s, many times 

•workers receive less than one third of their wages as 

compensation. This low maximum does not allow the worker to 

maintain aay form of standard of living except at the sub-

sistence level. The minimum of nine dollars per week pro-

vided for in the statute is below subsistence levels In all 

B 
oases* 

The length of payments for various injuries provided 

for in the Texas statute is also very low in comparison to 

other states. An example of this may be seen In that 

Wisconsin allows payments for five hundred weeks for the 

loss of an arm. The Texas statute only allows two hundred 
f 

weeks of benefits for this Injury. 

The benefit scale has bean called the heart of the 

compensation system. The protection of the worker and his 

family rest upon the adequacy of the benefit scales* The 

claims machinery can award compensation by interpreting the 

act, but the provisions of the act itself serve as the basis 

for this process* If the stipulations of the act are not 

liberal the awards of the claims processes will surely not -

8Ibld.. p, 7, 

9 
tr* 8* Department of Labor, od# clt*, p* 9. 
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be liberal. The situation of the fmm workman under the 

compensation statute is beyond question much better than it 

was under the common law, but in many eases the benefita 

have been no low that the injured worker has at tisane become 

dependent upon private charity or public relief* 

Medical gar® 

The provision for medical ear® has the widest appli-

cation of any feature of the workmen*a eoapenaation law, la 

the Texas statute virtually all injured workers may receive 

medical aid. There is no waiting period on medical attentionj 

he is allowed the best* The eaploye© amy choose his own 

doctor if he desire®; in many ease® he uses a company doctor 

or one suggested fcy the employer. 

The statute merely places a general limitation upon 

medical care in that it m s t be reasonable for the type of 

injury incurred, If the need for medical ear© lasts over a 

week and compensation begins to accrue; medical ear© will he 

available for the employee for the same period of time he 

receives compentation* 

Texas* as does a majority of the state®, now provide* 

full medical aid# The fact has become widely recognized 

that expert and coaplete medical care ii not only humane tut 

economical# This is a generally aeeepted fact because 

expert medical attention at the time of the injury ®peed« 

recovery and lessens the chance of permanent disability. 
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Claims Machinery 

la establishing the workmen's compensation system on# 

of the aula purposes was to provide a prompt, simple, con-

venient and inexpensive method of settling the claims of 

injured workers# This purpose has not hem completely 

realized* Remedies provided, through statutory adminis-

trative agencies have demonstrated their superiority over 

oonHBon-law remedies as determined by the courts. 

Existing measurements of the kind of claim-settlement 

service now rendered by the state agencies show that there 

has been little ©hang© in performance since the survey sad# 

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1920* Ispecially 

during the years frcaa 1940 to 1945 there was a marked in-

crease in the number of contested oases* This increase 

necessarily caused a widening la£ in the payment of compen-

sation,^ 

It has been said that the benefits actually received by 

the worker are not necessarily what the laws provide but are 

what the claims administration machinery delivers. In the 

legislative plan for setting up a compensation agency the 

crucial question is whether or not the administration should 

be given final authority. The answer to this question pro-

foundly affects the routine of claim settlement* Th# 

10Marshall Dawson, "Claims Administration," Monthly 
Labor Review, p. 1321 • 
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administration that is given final authority has a free hand 

im simplifying its procedure# If decisions are subject to 

oourt review It is necessary to develop a system that in 

appealed oases will furnish the courts m acceptable basis 

for the administrative decisions* 

The Texas Statat® is administered by the Industrial 

Accident Board. An administrative body such as this a©ems 

to he the most effective that hag been designed, Practically 

all authorities on the subject of workmen*e compensation feel 

that this type of agency is by far the most efficient. An 

administrative procedure which allows court appeals of 

board awards necessarily is more complicated than one which 

does not permit such appeals* The Texas statute hag been 

fairly detailed in specifying the manner in which appeals 

may be taken to the courts, The statute has also been very 

specific regarding subaissible evidence and the manner of 

pleading of both parties in a contested claim* 

The Texas statute requires that the employer report all 

injuries which incapacitate a workman for nor® than one day# 

This is a very commendable feature# Under some laws and 

administrations the reporting of injuries by employers has 

been relaxed or emitted entirely. In a situation such as 

this not a wheel turns to pay the injured worker until he 

makes out and sends the administering authority an accident 

notice. Several states require the worker to obtain for the 



administering authority the employer's and the physician*® 

report, in addition to his own report or claim. As a rule, 

under such practises, the task of processing the claim for 

payment tfoes not even start until about a month after the 
11 

date of injury. There must he a prompt program of injury-

reporting by the employer if payments are to be prompt. 

All compensation authorities are constantly advocating 

an earlier first payment of compensation* la Texas the 

injured worker cannot hope to receive a compensation check 

less than two weeks from the date of the Injury. This is 

not always practiced by carriers in severe cases in which it 

is evident that the workman will be incapacitated for over 

one month. In all other cases it is generally about three 

weeks to a month before the workman receive® a check. Texas 

is not the only state that has this delay. Practically all 

states have waiting periods of from one to two weeks and this 
13 

waiting period is the primary cause of the slow payment, 

The arguments supporting a waiting period are very 

strong and feasable* If there was not such a feature the 

administration would become flooded with minor injury claims• 

The cost of processing these claims alone would be greater 

than the claims t h e m s e l v e s I n severe cases, however, in 
11 
Dawson, o£. olt.. p* 1324* 

i2Zimmer, 0£. oit.» p. 9. 

1 % 
^Zimmer, op. clt.. p. 5. 
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which there Is no doubt as to the amount end period of 

compensation the workman Is entitled to receive; It would 

b© feasible to bare payments be<?in at once# 

The procedure for hearinp claims in Texas is relatively 

simple although frequently misunderstood» The fault does 

not lie la the statute itself hut in the ill-informed work-

man • The employer as well as the carrier should inform the 

workman concerning the process of having hie claim reviewed 

by the Industrial Accident Board. The board should notify 

each injured workaaa of his rights as soon as a report of 

his injury is received• 

These difficulties could be removed by an educational 

program. This type of program would aid alltthe parties 

involved* A great many employees have a feeling of dis-

trust toward insurance companies. If the employee under-

stood fully his rights under the statute the feeling of 

suspicion by most claiiaants would be removed* The elimi-

nation of this suspicion would facilitate as well as Im-

prove the existing situation in the claims process» 

Security for Payment 

One purpose of workmenf s compensation lavs is to mak* 

certain that the injured worker will receive Lis "benefit 

payments. The Texas statute provides that any carrier which 

is authorized to do compensation business in this state by 

the Insurance Commission may write workmen * s compensation. 



* era 
Any company that wishes to enter the field of workmen's 

eoapeasatioaa must hare at least fifty subscribers who wish to 

cover at least two thousand employees. This provision eliai« 

nates the possibility of an exceptionally small company from 

writing this type of coverage. The carrier, whose volume 

falls below this minimum must automatically cease to issue 

further policies. 

The Industrial Accident Board tries to have hearings 

arranged for the convenience of the claimant. When the 

claimant requests certain special arrangements by the board, 

such as a special date for hearings, the board usually tries 

to oblige. Postponements are handled in the same manner. 

These are snail considerations but they do aid the claimant 

in his effort to secure compensation, 

The Texas Workmen's Compensation Aet allows complete 

freedom of appeal from the decision of the board both upon 

questions of fact and law. This is followed by a trial 

de novo in the lower courts with further opportunity for 

appeals to the higher courts, A study of the cost to the 

workers of such appeals was made for the Texas Stated 

Federation of Labor. Tables prepared in that study show 

that in all the Texas Baployers* Insurance Association cases 

appealed during 1940 to 1942, the board*® award totaled 

$685,102, the court judgments #623,828, the claimant *s legal 

expense #207,943, and the claimant*s net recovery $415,885. 
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These figures, showing a loss of #£69,216, see© to question 

14 

the advisability of appealing a board's aumrd* 

Many administrators see® to feel that the easy procedure 

for appealing compensation eases is a definite security for 

the clainant* This a y be true but in view of the study 

referred to abo^e it docs not sears to be to his best financial 

interest. Tlie greater number of claims vsfclch are appealed to 

the courts are decided in favor of the claimant. This does 

not mean that the judfxaent VSZB larger than the award but 

merely that compensation is allowed and few claimants are 
"1 f\ 

denied compensation entirely. 

Conclusion 

The conclusion of this study by no means concludes the 

story of the claims process in workmen* a compensation. That 

story is an important part of industrial growth and presents 

a continually changing aspect* The Texas Compensation IMW is 

constantly being amended, and carriers are constantly trying 

to expand and Improve their services to employers and workers* 

This simply means that some of the facts in this study, 

though correct as they stand now, will inevitably soon be oat 

of date, 

Such frequent changes, while complicating the writing 

of factual information, are nevertheless Important signposts• 

14 
'Damson, op. cit.. p. 1336* 

l5Ibid. 
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They reflect credit upon all the parties Involved who have 

tried to make the compensation movement cm® of progress* 

The quality of performance cannot be measured m any 

statistical ©hart. No graph can measure the efficiency of 

a safety engineer whose studies may mean the difference be-* 

tween life and death# The performance of a claim adjuster 

who sees to it that an injured worker gets his check on the 

day it is due is not risible upon a chart* The difference 

between superior and average medical service cannot be 

shown in lines and figures upon a graph* 

The disabled workers who receive prompt compensation 

checks; handicapped workers who support their families; 

workers who are well because they received medical attention 

all point to the progress of our claims administrative 

machinery. Not only these, but the thousands who are pro-

tected in Texas from industrial injuries, are monuments to 

the quality of service being rendered# 

The energy necessary to achieve a high level of per-

formance is not often self-generated* The Incentive fop 

such an effort must come from a variety of forces. This 

effort has been achieved by the combining of several groups 

into a ©osaaon purpose. This purpose being the just and 

equitable settlement of workmen's compensation claims of 

injured workmen# 
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The employe© has a right, according to law, to certain, 

medical, surgical, hospital, and weekly indemnity benefit© 

and to death benefits for Ms dependante. Administrators 

attempt to make his job safer, his chances of recovery 

greater and Ms security real while out of work* These 

benefits for the worker are rightfully his as measured by 

the social conscience of the Texas Workmen*s Compensation 

Law. 
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